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Biomedical Science  
     No peer to peer course feedback available currently for this area of courses  
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Emergency Medicine 
 

EMRG 9105.01  
Emergency Medicine 

Sanford Health 
 

• Fantastic clinical experience. I especially appreciated that the ER doctors wanted to 
know my specialty of interest and made sure that I was able to see those patients 
first. I got to perform and assist in several procedures. I would definitely recommend 
taking this rotation no matter what you are going into. 
 

• Identify who is okay with having students see their patients and attempt to be 
helpful by handling logistical tasks for the docs. 
 

• Great rotation to complete at the end of fourth year before starting a non-ER 
residency. It was a great refresher for all specialties of medicine, and they do a great 
job of giving you patients that pertain to what you are going into or what you are 
interested in. Would highly recommend! 

• Rotation is a great experience for 4th year medical students to be exposed to higher 
acuity patients in their specialty as well as general medical emergencies that all 
physicians should have experience with during training. Also a great opportunity to 
work on making good assessments/plans as patients do not have a dx when you 
meet them as they do in most other specialties. 

• I recommend this rotation. The hours can be long, but you can make your schedule 
work for you. It was a great learning experience. 
 

 
EMRG 9105.02  

Emergency Medicine 
CHI St. Alexius Health 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

EMRG 9106  
Emergency Medical 

Services 
CHI St. Alexius Health& 

Sanford Health 
   

 

• Try to ask each preceptor individually what their expectations are for you.  
 

• Be aggressive in trying to get opportunities. Not all preceptors are at the same level of 
teaching willingness, but if you show initiative and are actively involved you will learn 
a lot. 

 

• Very good rotation for any 4th year. More hours than most 4th year rotations (150 
hours) but very flexible scheduling so you end up with many days off. Got to see a lot 
of patients with a good variety of conditions. Almost all of my preceptors were 
excellent and the others were still good. Felt very comfortable. Nurses kept me very 
involved and would even come to me with questions as a first contact on patients I 
have seen. 

• This was a great rotation to build on history and physical exam skills. All of the 
preceptors were great teachers and allowed me to be independent with seeing 
patients and doing procedures such as suturing lacerations. The shift schedule is nice 
too as they allow you to schedule your own shifts which gives the student quite a bit 
of flexibility. The CHI St. A's ER is at times slower, but I still had a good exposure to 
many patient presentations. 

 
 

• Great rotation. Balance of in person activities and at home learning. Will serve you 
well for future career especially if aiming to do rural family medicine or ER. 
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EMRG 9114.01  
Emergency Medicine  

Sanford Health 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

EMRG 9205.01  
Intro to Emergency 

Medicine  
Essentia Health 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

EMRG 9205.02  
Intro to Emergency 

Medicine – formerly 
Trauma & ER  

CHI St. Alexius Health 
 
 

• This rotation helped me a ton with Step 2 CS. I think everyone should be required to 
take this rotation, I learned a lot. Definitely take it if it fits in your schedule.  

 

• This is a great rotation! The schedule requires nights and weekends, so plan for that, 
but if you're the only student on the rotation, you'll likely have a lot of flexibility. The 
schedule is very doable, and I learned a ton - I would recommend an ER rotation for all 
4th year students to help hone their skills and gain valuable insight into appropriate 
emergent care as well as "sick vs not-sick patients" that may require admission 

 
 

• Great rotation to do if you are looking to expand your practice on coming up with 
possible differentials and how you would address in them in an ED setting. Hands on. 
See as many patients as you can and be prepared to help because attendings are 
willing to teach and let you help out if you show initiative and interest. 

• Lots of variety, plenty of hands on 
 

• This was an excellent rotation. All the attendings and staff and Stanford ER in Fargo 
were wonderful and kind. They really allow you to be a member of the team and all 
take time to teach. 

 

• This is a great rotation that gives you a lot of patient interaction with a wide variety 
of cases. The nice thing about the Sanford Fargo ER rotation is it is a level 1 trauma 
center and also a stroke center, so you see a good number of pretty critical and 
acute patients as well. 

 

• Very flexible, able to pick your own shifts. All the attendings were great to work with 
 

 
• Overall a good rotation with lots of opportunity to learn. Most of the physicians are 

very willing to teach and involve students. Scheduling is shared with residents as 
well, so be prepared to have at least some evenings and overnights, but you get to 
choose your schedule. Some work required outside of scheduled shifts, but isn't very 
overwhelming. 

 
 

EMRG 9305.01  
Intro to Emergency 

Medicine – formerly 
Trauma & ER  

Altru Health System 
 

• This rotation is super laid back. Docs are super nice and willing to teach. Show 
interest (questions) and you will do fine. I got to do quite a bit of suturing if you are 
comfortable with that. Generally just want you to see the patient give a short 1-2 
min. presentation on HPI and physical, I usually only added pertinent positives and 
negs from ROS and Physical not all inclusive, then give what you think is going on and 
treatment. Other than that the pimping is lighthearted and usually pretty easy. Some 
of the docs use the SPIT mnemonic which stands for Serious, Probable, Interesting, 
and treatment when doing your differential just a FYI. 

 

• This was my favorite rotation so far. I got to practice suturing and laceration repair. 
At the beginning i was struggling but by the end i could comfortably order the 
numbing medication, administer it, and close wounds independently. I felt like my 
suturing skills got extremely competent through practice opportunities. I felt like my 
history skills were improved, and i feel like i became very comfortable performing 
independent procedures. 

• Awesome rotation no matter what you are going into. I was able to reduce a jaw 
dislocation, I&D abscesses, suture lacs, and pretty much anything else if I said I was 
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comfortable with it. Dr. German lets you do EVERYTHING, so follow him whenever 
possible. He does not make you feel pressured. If you do not feel comfortable, they 
will do it. Also, it is just 12, 12 hours shifts... so super chill. 

 

• tons of fun, plenty of opportunity for procedures, best crew I've ever worked with 
 

• Solid ER rotation with great hands experience in minor procedures such as suturing, 
injections, casting, abscess draining  good practice for developing concise patient 
presentations and creating a plan 

 

• Excellent rotation to see a variety of patient presentations with the chance to have a 
flexible schedule. 

 

• Good variety of patients presenting with various etiologies that will serve you well 
regardless of which specialty you plan on pursuing. Lots of trauma and suturing for 
those interested in surgery; lots of CHF and pneumonia for those going into internal 
med; lots of anxiety and other psych disorder for those going into psychiatry. Doctors 
are excellent to work with and allow a lot of autonomy. Hours are variable based on 
your wants and needs. 

 

• It was a great rotation with hands on teaching opportunities. Preceptors are 
wonderful and give very good feedback 

 
 

EMRG 9307.01 
Trauma & 

Emergency Room 
Medicine  

Altru Hospital 
Emergency Room 

 
 

EMRG 9305.01  
Intro to Emergency 

Medicine – formerly 
Trauma & ER  

Altru Health System 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

• This elective is very flexible regarding scheduling. I found the best experiences 
occurred at very random hours usually outside of the standard 8-5 work day. If you 
are looking for good hands on experiences this is a good rotation as long as your 
willing to schedule some of your shifts outside of the 8-5 work day and are available 
to work during the weekends as well 

 
 
 
• lots of hands on and great learning experiences. It was nice to be able to apply what 

we have learned from medical school and helping patients. 

• This is a great rotation and I would recommend any student to complete it. 
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Family Medicine 
 

FMED 9101.01                     
Family Medicine  
 Sanford Health 

 
 

FMED 9101.03  
Family Medicine  

 Coal Country Community 
Health Center 

 
 

• Great elective with an awesome preceptor 
 
 
 
 

• This was a great rotation that greatly improved my outpatient clinical skills. I felt 
very independent and was able to practice on a variety of patients in a rural 
setting. Everyone on this rotation was great to work with. 
 
 

FMED 9124.01  
Sports Medicine 

Sanford Clinic 7 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FMED 9201.05  
Family Medicine  

 Sanford Health South Pointe 
 
 
 
 

FMED 9301.03 
 Family Medicine  

 Roseau, MN 
 

• I would highly recommend this rotation to any student who is interested in MSK 
imaging and exams with an emphasis on patient interaction 

 

• This rotation was valuable for the amount of MSK complaints seen. The 
preceptor is great at showing tips/tricks and walking through clinical scenarios. 
However, there is not as much hands on experience available throughout the 
rotation. 

 

• this is an interesting rotation where you will have the opportunity to improve 
physical exam skills and perform joint injections 

 

• Excellent fourth year rotation. Good for those interested in sports med, peds, 
FM, IM, etc. May be good for someone interested in Ortho Surg. looking for a 
related rotation that doesn't count towards ortho limit. Mix of younger and 
older patients. Mix of athletes and non-athletes. Very reasonable hours and 
good flexible schedule. Minimal requirements outside of clinical time unless 
interested. 
 
 
 

• Very good clinic experience. Decent variety of patients, not much for OB while I 
was there but there are providers who see OB patients. Opportunities do joint 
injections, cryotherapy, skin biopsies, I&Ds, IUDs, colposcopies and vasectomies. 
Expected to see and document on 2-3 patient per half day like a 1st year 
resident. Minimal reading outside of clinic hours. 
 
 

• Great community to complete a family medicine rotation. The staff is very 
friendly and great to work with. Can obtain experiences with outpatient and 
inpatient medicine, endoscopy, OR, and ER experiences during this rotation. 
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FMED 9312  
Family Practice Teaching 

Service  
Altru Hospital - Family Practice 

Center 

• I enjoyed my FPTS rotation very much. I felt I was treated like a resident when it 
comes to duties and role in the clinic and hospital. The faculty members were 
great at teaching and it was nice to rotate with someone new everyday to see a 
wide variety of ways to do things in the clinic. The inpatient setting involved 
daily rounding and giving patient presentations which I was doing on a daily 
basis like the residents. The residents were very good at getting me involved and 
several of them had me complete orders and discharges with them since I will be 
responsible for doing them next year. I cant think of any weaknesses that I 
thought could be changed about the rotation. I liked the split of inpatient in the 
morning and clinic in the afternoon. 
  

• Good rotation  
 
 

FMED 9320.01  
Collegiate Team Sports 

Medicine  
Altru Family Medicine 

Residency 
 
 
 
 
 

 
FMED 9320.01  

Collegiate Team Sports 
Medicine  

Altru Family Medicine 
Residency 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FMED 9420.01  
Family Medicine  

 Tioga Medical Center 
 
 
 

FMED 9424  
Sports Medicine 

Trinity Health in Minot 
 

• Excellent rotation! Lots of hands on with MSK exams, reading images and 
ultrasound. You get to attend sporting events and are very close to the action - 
like sitting in the penalty box during hockey games, sideline for basketball, etc. 
Preceptors are incredibly nice and willing to teach. Provides an incredible 
anatomy review and helps dust off those cobwebs from first year ;) 
 

• I recommend taking the elective during a sports season to have more exposure 
to athletic injuries. If taken during an off time, might see more geriatric or 
pediatric musculoskeletal issues. 

 
 

• Very good, solid elective. Dr. Walsh and Dr. Smith are great clinicians and 
excellent teachers. They will discuss cases with you and help you further develop 
your musculoskeletal exam skills, technique, and musculoskeletal diagnoses. 
 

• I recommend taking the elective during a sports season to have more exposure to 
athletic injuries. If taken during an off time, might see more geriatric or pediatric 
musculoskeletal issues. 

• This is a good rotation for someone going into family medicine or orthopaedic 
surgery. You see a wide-variety of non-operative management. You get plenty of 
imaging review. Plenty of time to review orthobullets for relevant information. 
You get to do no hands on regarding the injections. See all new patients and write 
the notes if comfortable. 

 
• Dr. Bob does an excellent job of showing different aspects of family medicine 

and rural medicine. Additionally, he does a great job in giving you the 
independence to see patients on your own and develop a plan before presenting 
the patient to him. 

 
 

• helpful if going into family medicine or orthopedics 
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FMED 9508-02  
Family Medicine  
Detroit Lakes, MN 

 
 
 

FMED 9511  
Diversity in Medicine  

UND SMHS & Hennepin County 
Medical Center, MN 

• Dr. Larson and the staff at the Detroit Lakes Sanford Clinic do a great job of allowing 
you to practice medicine and be a part of the team. Each day he takes the time to 
identify a pertinent learning objective to read about and discuss the next day. This 
helps to keep the rotation academic as well as functional. 

 

 
• This was a great rotation to see how healthcare is provided at a critical access 

hospital. This rotation gives perspectives on different roles of individuals in hospitals 
(e.g., translators). Additionally, the discussion about diversity, cultural competence, 
implicit bias, etc. were wonderful conversations. 

• highly recommend this rotation! It was eye-opening to contrast a private, nonprofit 
medical system with county, safety net system 
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Interdisciplinary 
 

MED 9008.01 
International/Developing 
Nation Medicine Elective 

Chimbote, Peru 

• Great rotation 

 
MED 9555  

Global Health Distance 
Learning  

Virtual  

 
• I found this elective very helpful during the 2020 pandemic. I was given the chance to 

educate myself on the COVID-19 - particularly in resource limited environment. 
Although, we didn't get the chance to go to Haiti or Dominican Republic this was still a 
good way to connect with providers from these countries.  
 
 

MED 9508  
Medical Education  

All Campuses 

• Will not allow you to go on interviews more than 2 times. So do NOT schedule for 
September, October, November or December. Not the best idea. I almost dropped this 
course for that reason, but managed to schedule my interviews later.   

 
• This rotation allows you to see how much you have learned through out the years. You 

will be surprised on how much information you have retained. You will also identify 
how important certain aspects of your training are as you reflect on previous 
teachings.   

 
• Take this rotation, very beneficial.   

 
• I really enjoyed the MedEd rotation. It was a weird feeling of medical school coming 

full circle with being able to facilitate PCL and see the other, more academic, side of 
medical school. I enjoyed mentoring the second-year students and answering the 
various questions they had. It was fun to be able to add my clinical knowledge to the 
cases. It was really cool to see how far us fourth-year students have come. Dr. Brown-
Borg was a great facilitator and go-to person with leading PCL. There were some 
difficulties with Zoom, but I believe we made the best possible out of the situation we 
dealt with. I still feel as though I got a very good experience from the MedEd rotation.   

 
• I highly recommend this elective! I think it helps you think of medicine from a different 

perspective and I enjoyed being able to work with younger students. A great opportunity 
to take during fourth year!   

 
• Recommend this rotation for anyone looking to improve their teaching/facilitating 

skills or those who are interested in academic medicine in their careers   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Great elective if you enjoy teaching medicine to others 
 

• I thought this rotation went really well and was flexible with being via zoom. It was a 
good variety of zoom and in-person experience with clinical skills and SIM.  

• Be sure to be interactive in the PCL sessions and utilize your clinical knowledge to help 
in SIM and clinical skills training. It is greatly appreciated by the students.  

• Would recommend taking this elective, especially during interview season  

• Med ed is a great elective for anybody looking to increase their mentorship role in 
medical education. 
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MED 9508 Continued 

from previous page 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

MED 9610.03  
Medical Bioethics  

All Campuses  

 

• In person PCL is much more impactful. Med Ed collectively is better suited for an in 
person format as well, but I understand the current circumstances. Students are less 
likely to ask for help or advice when in a virtual setting.  

• Worked with students in PCL, ACE, and simulations.  

• I would recommend this rotation to anyone who is interested in teaching or will have a 
component of teaching during residency (which encompasses most specialties). It is 
refreshing to take a break from clinical medicine, and also rewarding as you are 
helping younger medical students and seeing how far you've actually come.  

• This rotation is a good opportunity to see the inner working of medical education and 
the thought and care required to develop the curriculum.  Additionally this provides an 
opportunity to help out underclassmen in getting prepared for the clinical rotations.  

• I think many medical students are not aware of this elective. I suggest that this elective 
be advertised to third year medical students during their third year epidemiology 
project. It can strengthen their CV's.  

• Take this rotation if you are interested in medical education and enjoy teaching.  

• This was a great rotation. I would highly recommend it to anyone looking for a fun and 
interactive learning experience.  

• For this elective I participated in PCL in the mornings, helped facilitate several SIMs, 
and made a powerpoint presentation about a topic of my choice within Med Ed 
(informal presentation). I also helped on a project to collect data for the new 
curriculum, where I was basically inputting data into a spreadsheet. This was not a 
time intensive elective.  

• Great rotation. Lots of time to spend doing what you need to be doing in. your free 
time (studying, interviewing, moving) 

 
 
• Very convenient schedule. Only 2, 2 hour lectures per week which allows you 

freedom to study for step 2/relax/etc. Dr. DeCock and Dr. Mitchell are both very well 
versed in bioethics so you will learn a lot. This is a new course, so they are receptive 
to feedback. 

• Excellent rotation to take while studying for STEP as it is not a time consuming elective. 
Readings given in preparation for the lectures, but class only meets twice per week for 
two hours. I found it really easy to log into the zoom meetings while out camping with 
family, so it allowed me to have a bit of R&R as well after STEP was completed. 
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Internal Medicine 

IMED 9103.03  
Internal Medicine  

Sanford Health 
 
 

IMED 9103.03  
Internal Medicine 

Online - Virtual 

• Was an interesting rotation where I was able to have autonomy and provide care for 
patients with common medical concerns, practice entering orders, and further develop my 
diagnosing skills. 
 
 

• For the sake of future students, I hope that rotations do not have to be like this, nothing is 
better than in person electives. I was fortunate to be taking this as the very last rotation of 
medical school. While anticlimactic in regards to our overall medical education, the 
rotation I was scheduled to attend would have helped me much less than this one. But I 
will also add, if there is the necessity of future online electives, this IM rotation covered 
many questions I had going into residency. I think this is a very valuable elective for anyone 
going into IM, FM, or a TY   

 
• Great for anyone looking to build up their CV or get a head start on their QI project for 

residency.   
 

• Good elective. I think it would be nice to have online electives available for 4th years under 
normal conditions. It would be nice to be able to complete them at the end of the year or 
during interview season. 

  
 

• This was a good opportunity to learn helpful tips and for future practice and how to be a 
better resident. I would recommend it.   

 
• I think that some note-writing lectures such as the ones given by Dr. Nichols and Dr. 

Mannuru were absolutely excellent. Additionally the lecture on cross cover calls was 
absolutely fantastic and super helpful going into intern year. Could consider incorporating 
these into usual cirriculum outside of this covid situation in the future. Thank you so much. 

  
 

• If doing patient encounters in Haiti via zoom, make sure you actively participate. Voice your 
thoughts, ask questions, make guesses at what might be going on and you'll have some 
really good discussions and learn a lot! 

 
 
 

IMED 9104  
Medical Oncology  

St. Alexius Medical Center 
and Mid Dakota Clinic 

• This is a really good rotation as a third or fourth year. Very applicable to many areas of 
medicine and lets you work on your H&P skills. Definitely recommend as a fourth year 
elective! 

 

• I found this rotation helpful 
 
 

IMED 9105  
Gastroenterology 

Sanford Clinic 

 
 

• Great hands on experience and opportunities to practice endoscopic technique 

 
 

 

IMED 9111 
Pulmonary Medicine  

CHI Heart & Lung Clinic 
 

• Enjoy the independence, the notes are very thorough but get easier with time 
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IMED 9112  

Adult Cardiology 
Quain & Ramstad Clinic 

 
 

IMED 9126  
Infectious Disease 

Sanford & CHI  
Bismarck, ND 

 
• Cardiology (EP with Dr. Halsey) was a wonderful rotation. Lots of time for teaching with 

emphasis on daily topics. There is a lot of focus on EKGs and clinical reasoning which was 
great. I highly recommend this rotation. Staff is incredibly nice to work with. 

 
 

• Days cane be long, but it is an excellent learning experience. 
• Interesting rotation where you are able to see a variety of patients and refresh your 

knowledge of antibiotics 
 
 

 
IMED 9130  

ICU/Pulmonary 
Medicine 

Sanford 
 
 
 
 

IMED 9133  
Quality 

Improvement 
Sanford Health 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
IMED 9201 
Hospitalist 

Sanford Health 
 
 
 
 

 
• Push to take more autonomy. I was fortunate to actually catch a couple of things that may 

have slipped through the cracks otherwise. Try to write some notes with emphasis on plan. It 
will be tough at first but will get easier :). Even just follow the doc around for the first week if 
you are too overwhelmed. 
 

• Students have to take initiative on this rotation, but I learned a lot. 
 
 
 
 

• Pros - Was able to work on a QI project in an area of my interest. Great opportunity to learn 
the process behind QI and patient safety. - Flexible scheduling – Preceptors were willing to 
work with my schedule for studying and taking my STEP2 CK. Would expect that this would 
also be a good rotation for interviews as well. - Most of the time is spent how you want to 
use it. Can do IHI modules, chart reviews, readings, ect when you want to. You have several 
scheduled meetings per week. (However, would recommend staying on top of stuff daily 
because the modules are long and chart review can take a while). - There are more IHI 
modules required for this course than there are for the overall school QI requirement. 
However, you are essentially getting free time to do all the stuff for the yearlong project. - 
Overall, would recommend this rotation and would do it again.  Cons - Like other forms of 
research, QI is something that is difficult to meaningfully complete in a month. The project 
that I picked is more of a long-term project. We were still essentially in the 'planning' stage of 
the project by the end of the month (did background chart reviews on the problem, planned 
implementation process, set up meetings with stakeholders to get the project started). 
Therefore, I will still be working on this project throughout the rest of the year (this is a 
project I am really interested in though and am wanting to see it through). I think this will 
end up being a good project to discuss for residency. You could probably work with them to 
find a project that would fit better into a month-long rotation. 
 

• I was able to do most of this course at home. Very self-paced. Only had to go to the hospital 
for short meetings. 
 

 
• I think that this rotation is a good learning opportunity for anybody interested in practicing 

in a hospital setting, even if its not internal medicine. You have the opportunity to care for 
very common illnesses, as well as more unique conditions. It is maybe a little bit more time 
requiring than other electives with some longer days on call days. You are there M-F, so 
not much flexibility for days off, but are off weekends. If interested in internal medicine, 
you do have many opportunities to connect with physicians that are involved with the 
residency. 
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IMED 9205 
Pulmonary Medicine 

Sanford Health 
 
 

IMED 9207 
Infectious Diseases 

Sanford & VA  
 
 

IMED 9210  
Hospice & Palliative 

Medicine   
 Hospice of the Red 

River Valley 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

IMED 9214 
Endocrinology & 

Metabolism   
Sanford & VA 

Regional Medical 
Center 

 
IMED 9216 Clinical 

Oncology/Hematology   
 Veterans Affairs 

Medical Center 
 
 
 

• Overall really enjoyed this rotation as a fourth year student. By doing this rotation I felt like 
I had the opportunity to grow from third year to fourth year on a teaching team. Given 
more responsibility as a fourth year. 
 

• Good opportunity to learn more about general hospital medicine. Usually carry ~4 
patients/day. Work with a resident team during the rotation, attending usually changes 
every week. Weekends off, call is approximately every 4 days. 

• Great rotation to take if you are going into internal medicine! Residents and attendings give 
you a lot of independence and really make you feel part of the team. I would recommend 
taking it as one of your last rotations of 4th year to help prepare for residency. 
 

 

 
• Very helpful rotation. Preceptors understand the demands of 4th year and are flexible to 

this. They will focus the elective on what is most relevant to you. For example, I am 
interested in CT surgery so Dr. K worked to emphasize points most relevant to my career. 

 
 
• This rotation is an excellent rotation for practicing history and physical skills. Also, Dr. Lo 

does an excellent job of teaching and helping expand infectious disease skills. 
 
 
 
• There is flexibility with scheduling for the rotation and some days are only until noon or 

earlier afternoon. Works okay if you have a few interviews as the variability with schedules 
doesn't allow for 1/2 days very easily. Good learning experience for pain and symptom 
management for hospice patients. There is also the opportunity to work with the house call 
teams and see geriatric patients at home or in assisted living settings.  Good option for those 
interested in primary care. 

• I think this rotation is a great addition for anyone who plans to follow and career path that 
includes difficult discussions and talk about starting hospice. Not only did I learn ways to 
present this difficult information, I also feel I have a better understanding of what hospice is 
and what it can provide for patients. I would definitely take it again! 

 
 

• The rotation only takes place in the clinic. There is no hospital component which might be 
more valuable. Generally, the attendings do not really take any ownership over you as a 
medical student. It is largely on you to ask them to see patients. 

• Very relaxed 4th year rotation. Can put in as much or as little effort as you want; I typically 
only saw about 4 patients per day and studied for the rest of it. Schedule is flexible but 
approximately clinic hours. 

 
• It is important to come into the rotation ready to learn and engage with patients, patient 

families/caregivers, and specialists in the field of Hematology-Oncology.  In preparation, I 
reviewed material related to Hematology and Oncology work-up, researched new 
innovations in the field of Oncology, and began to listen/read biographies of patients and 
medical providers about their experiences.  One book I really recommend is 'When Breath 
Becomes Air', by Paul Kalanithi. 
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IMED 9220.03 

Cardiology   
Sanford Health 

 
 

IMED 9221.01 
Critical Care 

Sanford Health 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
IMED 9230.01  

Dermatology 
Sanford Health 

 
 

IMED 9230.03  
Dermatology 

Carris Health 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

IMED 9232 
Gastroenterology 

Sanford Health 
 
 
 
 

 

• good rotation. very busy. had to write up to 5 consult notes a day plus several progress 
notes. 

 
 
 
• Start time at 630 leave at 430. Opportunity to intubate, central lines, and arterial lines. 

Attendings and residents are awesome. 
 

• Great rotation to do for any student looking to do residency in internal medicine. You get 
exposure to critical care medicine, what it means to titrate pressers, manage ventilators, etc. 
which we do not get much exposure to on other rotation. All attendings are great teachers 
and enjoy teaching. You get to work with a team of 3 residents and will get as much out of 
the rotation as you're willing to put into it. 

 

• This was an excellent rotation. I am very happy that I did it in my fourth year. Medical 
students get limited exposure to critical care in their third year. This will prepare me well for 
residency. 

• This is a wonderful rotation for anyone interested in pursuing internal medicine. Complex 
patient cases and great learning opportunities to help prepare for residency. 

• Good exposure to critical care medicine. The course can be as challenging as you want to 
make it (how many patients you want to pick up a day, if you want to do procedures, etc.). 
All the attendings I had a chance to work with were nice and great teachers! 

• This was a great rotation for what ever specialty you are going in to. You learn how to 
manage a variety of medical problems and deal with patients in more critical condition. Good 
hands on experience with procedures as well. 

 
 
• This was a really great rotation. Was able to see a wide variety of dermatologic conditions 

and Mohs surgery. All of the attendings were kind and a pleasure to work with. 
 

 
 
• This was an excellent rotation both due to the preceptor and her willingness to teach and 

engage me as a student learner, the location and opportunities it offered, and the opportunity 
for hands on experience. 

 

• I loved my dermatology rotation out in Willmar, Minnesota. It was a wonderful experience 
working in a more rural region and going to outlying clinics to provide care for areas that are 
even smaller. I was very involved in all exams and procedures and felt like part of the team. 
Definitely a worthwhile rotation. 

 
 

• I overall enjoyed my time on the rotation. 
• Get started on your chart review early, and do not hesitate to ask questions to any relevant 

staff members. They are all incredibly helpful. 
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IMED 9240.01  
Quality Improvement 

Sanford 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

IMED 9240.03 
Quality Improvement 

Virtual – Aliana 
Commons 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

IMED 9301 
General Internal 

Medicine 
Altru Health 

 
 
 
 

IMED 9304 
Endocrinology & 

Internal Medicine  
Altru Health 

 
 

IMED 9305 
Gastroenterology 

Altru Health 
 
 
 

• Be proactive, ask questions and really make an effort to check in to make sure you are 
completing what needs to be done 

 

• I felt like I learned a lot in this rotation about reimbursement and why documentation is 
important. There were many pearls of information that I feel would be helpful for the future 
in both the inpatient and outpatient setting. The staff is super friendly and willing to help. It 
was also a nice rotation to have during ERAS submission and interview invite time as I was in 
front of a computer all day anyway. Flexible scheduling was a nice change as well, compared 
to a set clinic or hospital schedule. 

 

• clinic hours rotation at broadway Q&S dept office, doesn't count toward 4 IM rotations, 
flexible. Helpful if interested in IM, quality improvement & patient safety projects, hospital 
medicine 
 

 

• This a great rotation to learn about Quality Improvement. You will have a few virtual 
meetings most days and then spend most of your time working on a project that you will 
present at the end. Very flexible and not time consuming at all. 

 

• Excellent elective on learning about systems and healthcare and how that plays a role in 
patient outcomes. The project varies greatly from rotation to rotation depending on what 
Allina is currently needing manpower for in chart review/analysis. 

• Although this rotation was manageable to complete during interviews, it would have been 
tough especially with the given complexity of the assigned project without much initial 
guidance. 

• You will be assigned a topic to research. 
• great virtual elective 
• Great rotation where student will learn a significant amount about QI that surpasses the 

experience of the online modules. There are several opportunities for networking that may 
benefit student in future positions in the system. Overall time commitment is not too bad. 

 
 

• The preceptors were different than what I signed up for, excluding Dr. Ryan. Please make this 
clear to other students because I found this to be frustrating. Also I signed up for a general 
internal medicine rotation, and ended up being with two endocrinologists so there was some 
miscommunication about the objectives and preceptors that I was supposed to be with 
during the rotation.  

 
 
• This rotation would be great for anyone trying to learn more about diabetes and thyroid 

management. One is able to see some of the more rare diseases, but I would not suggest this 
rotation if you exclusively want to see very unusual diseases. Good option for anyone 
thinking FM/IM. 

 
 

• Incredible rotation overall!! I highly recommend 
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IMED 9316 
Respiratory/Critical 

Care 
Altru Health  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

IMED 9320.01 
Clinical Nephrology 

Altru Health 
 
 
 

IMED 9320.02 
Clinical Nephrology 

The Kidney & 
Hypertension Clinic 

 
 

IMED 9321 
Cardiology 
Altru Health 

 
 

• Good exposure to ICU 

• Great rotation. Not too crazy depending on preceptor and patient volume. Most if not all of 
my days were 8am-12PM. You show up at around 8 maybe 9 depending on preceptor, see 
what happened with your 1 or 2 patients, go on rounds and round on all of their patients 
together (anywhere from 5 to 13 during my month, you do nothing but listen and present 
your patient, events overnight, labs, etc its super chill), write your note(s) and go home.  
Usually done by 12 sometimes 10. Some preceptors will do some education in the 
afternoon after lunch, I never stayed past 3. Sarah the NP on the unit is great and super 
helpful, befriend her, ask her questions, rotation goes smooth.  Notes on preceptors 
Mudireddy: Very quick on rounds, did not have me present during rounds, I wrote a note 
after rounds but never received any feedback on these notes. Arrived at 8 left by 10:30 
most days.  Wenninger: Did not start until 9 am, Slower on rounds but we had upwards of 
13 patients when she was on so we rounded for 2-3 hours for 2 weeks. Most days left at 1. 
She will do some education in the afternoons some days and she will teach what you want, I 
did ventilators and it was super helpful. She is very nice. I presented on rounds and wrote a 
note did not get feedback on note, she has you see 1 patient or more if comfortable.  Dr. 
Pino: Hilarious, quick on rounds. Will have you present during rounds. She will most likely 
have you see 2 patients and write notes, she gave some of the most honest feedback on 
notes I have received which I appreciated. Depending on how fast you write your notes 
depends when you get out. Left by noon most days.   Did not work with other preceptors.  
Again cant stress enough this rotation is chill, could take during interview season or 
whenever. This is not a gulag rotation. 
 
 

• All of the physicians, nurses, and staff in nephrology were very friendly and welcoming. The 
physicians were knowledgeable and actively involved the students in the care of patients. I 
would recommend this rotation to anyone and now plan on taking another nephrology 
rotation later in the year. 
 
 

• Fascinating rotation, Dr. Rabadi is a great mentor/role model, you will learn a lot 
 
 
 
 
 

• Nothing to change 
 
 

IMED 9322 
Palliative Care 

Altru Health Care 

• This is a great rotation! You will learn a lot about taking with patients and their families, 
especially those challenging conversations like end of life cares. A warning about this rotation 
is that it is easy to get attached to the patients and some of the time you will have to learn 
first hand about death and dying. I thought it was a very valuable skill to learn about and 
experience first hand. The palliative care team is very welcoming and understanding, 
especially if you take this rotation during the beginning or end of the interview season. Highly 
recommend this rotation in Grand Forks!   
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• This rotation is excellent for a student interested in palliative care or a student going into a 

field where difficult conversations/situations will be encountered. I thoroughly enjoyed this 
rotation. Dr. Lizakowski was an amazing preceptor. She sets a great example and has a 
desirable skill set. I learned many helpful communication skills working with her. 

  
 

• Great rotation for anyone going into family or internal medicine. Palliative care is a lot more 
complicated than people think it is. You will learn a lot about communicating bad news to 
patients, establishing goals of care, how to manage symptoms in patients with end-stage 
disease processes, and how to be a strong advocate for your patient. You will lose patients 
during this rotation, and it is often sad, but you will be able to go home every night knowing 
that you have done everything that you can do to ease suffering. 

• This rotation is applicable to all medical students, regardless of chosen specialty. You will learn 
about communication with families/patients, relaying difficult news, and experience all of the 
emotions and hardships that accompany the dying process. This is truly a specialty that puts 
the patient first and sees the humanity of each individual. Would recommend. 

 

• this elective will help with any specialty! 
 

 
 

IMED 9323 
Hospital Service 

Altru Health System 
 
 

IMED 9325.01 
Dermatology 

Sanford Health 
 

 

 
 

• Overall a good rotation to build from your 3rd year IM experience. 
 
 
 
 
 

• very reasonable hours, not much for hands on experience 

• This was a lighter rotation with great learning opportunities in dermatology. 
 
 
 

IMED 9325.02 
Dermatology 

Altru/Truyu Aesthetic 
Center 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• This rotation was very helpful for learning about common dermatological diagnoses and 
management. 
 

• I highly recommend this rotation. From my experience, skin related conditions are very 
common in a majority of specialties but it is not a large focus regarding proper management. 
I really appreciated this experience and I feel it will be very beneficial in residency as I am 
going into family medicine. I found it was not as hands on as I would have hoped but that 
could also be because my rotation switched to online half way through due to the COVID-19 
pandemic. 

 

• Preceptor is joyful and fun to be around, great opportunity to participate in dermatological 
procedures, with less of a focus on gen derm 

• Time permitting, to allow students to assist with small procedures (ex: ED & C, freezing) on 
body parts that are not too difficult like the face. 
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IMED 9326 
Hematology - 

Oncology  
 Altru Cancer Center 

 

 
 
 
 
 

IMED 9410 
Oncology 

Trinity Cancer Center 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 IMED 9415 
Introduction to 
Rheumatology 

Medical Arts Clinic 
 
 

IMED 9416  
Hospital 

Medicine/Hospitalist 
Experience  

Trinity Hospital 

• As a student, you will have more time than the preceptors to familiarize yourself with the 
patients, and help remind the providers. So use that time to practice looking at patient scans 
and see if you come to the same conclusion as the radiologist. Come up with possible 
reasons for various abnormal lab findings. The more engaged you are, the more you get out 
of all patient interactions. If you work with Dr. Darbinyan, and you feel comfortable, she will 
let you do education and counseling for new patients. Its a great opportunity to learn how to 
convey your medical knowledge in laymans terms. 

 
 

• Review basic cancer medication and also common mutations for myeloproliferative disorders 
• Dr. Pat and the nurses at cancer care are wonderful. They are beyond helpful and go above 

and beyond to incorporate you as a member of the team. 
• Great rotation with exposure to foundations of internal medicine, oncology, and psychosocial 

aspects of medicine. Dr. Pat and the rest of the staff (APPs, nurses, social work, etc) are 
wonderful to work with. Dr. Pat does see many patients (on average 20 and above) so the 
hours may be long. 

 
• hope you like breakfast 

• I would recommend to look back and read about some common rheumatologic conditions 
before the rotation to refresh knowledge. 

 
 
• Regardless of residency plans, this elective provides an excellent hospitalist experience, allowin  

you to learn a non-EPIC EMR, place orders, and work with a skilled physician who is also an 
excellent preceptor - highly recommend 

• an awesome rotation, would recommend before residency! 
• This rotation was very educational for me. Busy in the morning with lot of time to study in the 

afternoon. 
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Neurology 
NEUR 9204  

Advanced Neurology 
Online 
Virtual 

 
 
 
 

• I was able to google search and find a pdf version of Merritt's Neurology 
for those who are highlighters, like myself. 

 
• Material consists of watching recorded lectures, reading chapters, and 

writing 2-3 one-page essays per week. 
 
 

NEUR 9233.02 
 Pediatric Neurology  

 Sanford 
 
 
 

NEUR 9333  
Pediatric Neurology  

 Altru  
  

 
NEUR 9405  
Neurology 

Trinity Health 
 

• It would be very helpful to read about pediatric seizures and headaches in 
addition to reviewing developmental milestones. It was also helpful to look 
ahead at the clinic schedule to allow a chance to read about any conditions 
you are not familiar with. 

 
• Great elective for anyone interested in neuro, psych, 

developmental issues in children! 
• Effective teaching and great and constructive 

feedback 

 
• Excellent elective; great hours; great patient 

experience - lots of exposure to different types of 
neuro cases with thorough discussion on each! 
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Obstetrics & Gynecology 
 

OBGY 9106 
Maternal Fetal Medicine  

Sanford Health 
 
 
 
 
 
 

OBGYN 9201.01 
Advanced Clinical OB/GYN 

Essentia Health 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

OBGY 9203  
Reproductive Medicine 

Sanford Health 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

OBGY 9206  
Maternal Fetal Medicine 

Sanford Health 
 
 
 

OBGY 9301.01 
 Advanced Clinical Ob/Gyn 

Altru Health 
 
 

 
• Great rotation for anyone interested in high risk prenatal care. 

 

• I really enjoyed this rotation and learned a great amount about high risk 
pregnancies and all aspects of maternal fetal medicine. The rotation is a lot of 
shadowing with very little to no opportunities to see or interact with patients 
by yourself. Overall, I would recommend the rotation if pursuing OB/GYN as 
you do learn a lot about MFM, ultrasound, and genetic counseling. 
 
 

• Can put in as much or as little effort as desired, tailor the experience to your 
interests. Great experience working with staff enthusiastic about teaching. 
 

• Great elective option for anyone who is planning to have obstetrics and/or 
gynecology in their future practice, even if not strictly OBGYN. I still found it very 
beneficial as someone who applied to Family Medicine. Lots of opportunity for 
hands on experience. Lots of practice with speculum exams and prenatal visits. 
Flexible with scheduling if time off is needed for residency interviews. 
 

• I really enjoyed this elective. I was at Essentia Health in Fargo and did mostly 
clinic OB/GYN, which I was most interested in and was placed mostly with one 
provider. If I was not with my main attending, I was with a consistent 1-2 other 
providers. This rotation is super hands on in terms of prenatal and gyn care. I 
measured all fundal heights, doppler heart tones, and did pap smears and 
vaginal swabs. You follow your attending on their call days and are involved in 
any deliveries they have. The staff is extremely welcoming and open to hands on 
teaching if you show initiative! 
 
 

• I would definitely recommend this elective for anyone. It's interesting even if 
you aren't going into Ob/Gyn. Dr. Broadwell and the entire staff are amazing 
and welcoming. Hours are super doable and I actually enjoyed coming in for 
interesting cases. 

• Great elective to take during fourth year. Very specialized, niche area of 
medicine where the providers are absolutely joys to tag along with for a 
month 

 
 
• The physicians on this rotation are great teachers and will let you make it 

what you want. Whatever you want to put into the rotation, I think you could 
get even more out of it. I'm hoping to match obgyn and was happy i took this 
course towards the end of 4th year. 
 

• COME to prepare for questions, read up on patients the day before  
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OBGY 9403.01 
 Advanced Clinical Ob/Gyn 

 
 
 

• Dr. Tim Bedell was awesome! Everyday was enjoyable and there 
were plenty of great learning experiences and opportunities to 
refine my OB assessment skills. 
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Pathology 
PATH 9101 

Clinical Pathology 
Sanford 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PATH 9203 
Pathology 

Sanford 
 

• Be on the lookout for cases throughout the rotation to do your presentation 
on. The presentation isn't a big deal, but it just helps to have some time to 
organize everything. 
 

• Excellent attendings who were very helpful and willing to spend time with me 
and teach. Go in around 9 and leave at noon or sooner. You do have to come 
back for the daily conference at 2 where the discuss interesting cases. This 
usually takes 30 min or less then you are free to go. Very relaxed rotation. 

 

• Enjoyable rotation for students interested in clinical pathology and related 
fields. All and all would recommend, though actually clinical time with the 
microscope is fairly limited. With one main preceptor, who is a 
dermatopathologist. Willing to tailor the rotation to the student's interest. 
Typical day begins at 8:30-9:00, spend 1-1.5 hours with main preceptor 
reviewing slides, then go to gross room to work with pathologist assistants 
preparing specimens. Gain experience with how a medical lab works. Break 
for lunch around noon, then return at 2:00 for consensus conference, which 
lasts 30-60 minutes, then go home for the day. Very flexible rotation and 
preceptor has no problem at all with you missing days for interviews. You 
give a short presentation to the pathologist group at the end of the rotation 
on a topic of interest, which was a useful oral presentation experience. 
Preceptor is fairly busy though and this translates to limited student 
teaching, but he is a very nice guy and fun to work with. I would 
recommend this rotation to anyone interested in clinical pathology or 
looking for a lighter rotation. 
 

• Good rotation to learn in a relaxed environment. 
 

• helpful to know how the back end of the hospital runs. 

• Fantastic rotation for all professions especially anyone interested in 
surgery. Should be encouraged for all students. 

 
 

• Each day see what the fellowship training is for the pathologist you are working 
with, and look over some general high yield information regarding that 
specialty in Path Outlines. This will help you to be prepared, and answer 
questions that you may be asked. However, don’t worry if you don’t know the 
answer, each faculty member is super nice and genuinely just wants the 
students to learn! No pressure, have fun! Another tip - if you are wanting a LOR 
out of this rotation, be sure to ask the scheduling early on if you can be paired 
with someone for an entire week or longer. That way you can get more time 
with one faculty member and be more comfortable asking for a letter. 
 

• This was an overall great rotation. I enjoyed being able to rotate with many 
different pathologists in their specific subspecialty areas. The pathologists did a 
great job of explaining what we are seeing histologically and applying the 
information clinically. Would highly recommend this rotation too all fourth year 
medical students, regardless of what area of medicine they are going into. 
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PATH 9301 
Hospital Pathology/Lab 

Medicine  
Altru Health System 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
PATH 9403.02 

Anatomic & Clinical Pathology 
Health Sciences Building  

• You don't have to know everything about path. They are wanting you to learn. 
Just be willing to try! You don't have to go into path to enjoy this rotation. 
 

• Review normal histology prior to the elective as much as you can and even 
during the rotation, especially if you are wanting to pursue pathology so you 
can get more out of the rotation. 

 
• I felt it was an excellent learning experience - the combination of trying to 

interpret slides on my own, reviewing cases with the preceptor and doing the 
suggested reading was very effective. I had great improvement at recognizing 
pathology in tissue sections over the course of the rotation. All of the pathology 
doctors and staff were excellent to work with. 
 
 

• Review certain criteria for common pathological cases. 
 

• This rotation was very flexible, I had 8 interviews and it was easy to go to those 
and stay up on the material. 

 

• Great and flexible rotation, would recommend taking this during interview 
season. 
 

 
PATH 9504  

Death Investigations in ND  
Virtual 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• I really enjoyed the death investigation course. It was extremely interesting 
learning about all the details that go into this process. It brought up a lot of 
different topics and ideas I hadn't necessarily thought of. Dr. Sens was very 
helpful throughout the course, and always easy to get into contact with if any 
questions arose. I'm very glad I took this elective. 
 

• Though not many of us will be directly involved with death investigations in the 
future, it doesn't hurt to be knowledgeable in this topic. In my opinion, this was 
an incredibly interesting elective. 

 

• Thank you so much Dr. Sens/Dr. Kemp and others who help provide this great 
learning opportunity! 

 

• This elective is entirely virtual and allows for extensive flexibility and freedom. 
It is very interesting but does require a significant time commitment. Take this 
elective during a period that flexibility is needed in your schedule. 
 

• The time estimates do not include any time you may need for self-research or 
quizzes. 

• Very informative rotation. Offers an in depth look into forensic pathology. 
 

• Self-paced and very interesting subject matter. 
 

• There is free time in order to get interviews in. It is helpful even if you are not 
interested in doing criminal investigation or coronary work. 

 

• Online course with modules of death investigation scenes that are manageable 
for the allotted time 

 

• This was a great rotation to get a grasp of a topic I was not familiar with. I 
enjoyed learning about this. 
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PATH 9504 Continued from 
previous page  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Great online elective! There's about 50 hours of work to accomplish within a 
month that is mainly watching videos with small, easy quizzes at the end of 
each section. Provides education in death investigation procedures and how to 
evaluate deaths from a forensic pathologist/coroner perspective. 

 

• A good rotation to take during interview season 
 

• Good course to take for when you need a flexible schedule for travel, 
interviews, etc. 

 

• Do this rotation. 
 

• Good virtual elective and interesting content 
 

• I think the rotation was well laid out and easy to follow virtually. Definitely 
more then enough time to complete the elective especially if you're motivated 
and on top of the material which then allows for time for other things such as 
residency interviews. Dr. Sens reached out ahead of time so we knew what to 
expect and was available for questions. 

 

• Very flexible timeframe for completion 
 

• Great course! Interesting and informative. A good rotation for interview season 
since you can make your own schedule. 

 

• This rotation would work great to take during interview season. 
 

• Make sure to allot plenty of time to go through all lectures 
 

• Great rotation overall, instructors were very knowledgeable. 
 

• Online, self-paced course. A good option for those in 4th year with time 
constraints. 

 

• Great rotation, self-paced really helps when the year gets busy 
 

• Takes a lot of time so don't slack. Content is interesting and you won't get it 
anywhere else in medical school. However not very applicable unless you're 
going into pathology. 

• Good virtual elective option, clear expectations set and easy to complete. 
 

• Very great elective, not at all related to my field but a very interesting rotation 
about the logistics, history, thinking process and pathophys of the death 
process and death investigation. 

 

• Good self-paced rotation 
 

• Straight forward rotation that’s great for working through at your own pace. 
Interesting topics and material that is useful for future practice. 

 

• This is a very informational yet laid back online elective. Great for learning and 
for the end of the 4th year. 

 

• Great rotation for people looking to learn about the work of pathologists! 
 

• Do it. Great information in a self-directed format that both provides a great 
learning experience and allows for less stress. 
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PATH 9504 Continued from 
previous page  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• A great course to take near the end of 4th year, especially if you have to move 
for residency and are busy/stressed. I finished all the material within a 
weekend. 

 

• Great course to take towards end of the year if you don't have enough vacation 
months 

• Great course to take towards end of the year if you don't have enough vacation 
months 

 

• This is a very well put together online elective over a really interesting topic! 
Great course to take alongside completing ERAS applications/interviews. 

 

• There is nothing I would change for future students. 
 

• Really great opportunity to learn about rural death investigation. I definitely 
wouldn't have had another opportunity like this to learn about this topic! 

 

• Choose this course if you like working at your own pace! 
 

• Make sure you start early, as there are a lot of modules! 
 

• the second half of the course takes a lot longer to complete than the first 
 

• Interesting class with some relevant information for students going into a 
variety of specialties. 

 

• While the course is self-paced, it's a good idea to look at the module summary 
sheets to gauge the length of time it will take to complete all the videos. The 
module for Forensic Pathology will require the greatest time commitment, so it 
may be helpful to run through the initial 4-5 modules within the first couple of 
weeks, then tackle the last sections during the second half of the rotation. 

 

• Get ahead on the material early as it get denser as you go on. 
 

• Very helpful and informative, greatly enjoyed! 
 

• Very light load for the rotation, can be scheduled during interviews. 
 

• This is a great rotation to do during interview season as it is very flexible and 
easy to work around interviews. 

 

• Very helpful for those considering a career in forensic pathology. 
 

• There are a couple repeated videos about sudden unexplained infant death so 
you can zoom through the second set. 

 

• This is a very well put together online elective over a really interesting topic! 
Great course to take alongside completing ERAS applications/interviews. 

• There is nothing I would change for future students. 
• Really great opportunity to learn about rural death investigation. I definitely 

wouldn't have had another opportunity like this to learn about this topic! 

• Choose this course if you like working at your own pace! 
• Make sure you start early, as there are a lot of modules! 
• The second half of the course takes a lot longer to complete than the first 
• Interesting class with some relevant information for students going into a 

variety of specialties. 
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PATH 9504 Continued from 
previous page  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• While the course is self-paced, it's a good idea to look at the module summary 
sheets to gauge the length of time it will take to complete all the videos. The 
module for Forensic Pathology will require the greatest time commitment, so it 
may be helpful to run through the initial 4-5 modules within the first couple of 
weeks, then tackle the last sections during the second half of the rotation. 

• Great rotation to take during interview season due to the flexibility. 
• Get ahead on the material early as it get denser as you go on. 
• This is a great lecture for learning more about death investigations and 

approaching a scene of death. There is a mix of new content as well as great 
review material on pathology from MS2. Being able to work at ones own pace i  
extremely helpful and makes this a great rotation to consider during residency 
interview season. 

• Take this course 100% during 4th year. Laid back. Perfect for interview season. 

• This elective is a good choice for students who are interested in pathology and 
death investigation. The course is self-paced but going through the videos take  
some times, along with the quizzes at the end of each section. Overall, a good 
and interesting course for those who are interested. 

• Great 
• Fantastic rotation to take during months when students would need flexible 

scheduling, such as during residency interview season 
• Very helpful and informative, greatly enjoyed! 
• Very light load for the rotation, can be scheduled during interviews. 
• This is a great rotation to do during interview season as it is very flexible and 

easy to work around interviews. 
• great during interviews, very flexible 
• highly recommend 
• This was an awesome online rotation with very interesting information that can 

be completed at one's own pace. 
• Work at a steady pace. 
• Very helpful for those considering a career in forensic pathology. 
• Would appreciate warning before graphic pictures. 
• There are a couple repeated videos about sudden unexplained infant death so 

you can zoom through the second set. 
• Great elective to take during interview season 
• This is a great virtual elective with clear objectives, self-paced, and informative  

objectives are reasonable 
• Great rotation! I learned a lot about death investigation and forensic pathology 

that will be relevant to my future practice and future patients. Would highly 
recommend! 

• Great, self-paced, incredibly interesting rotation. 
• Great course to take during interview season! 
• Was a solid virtual rotation that helped me learn how to address popular topics 

with future pediatric patients 
• Well organized course that is good for at home self paced learning. Perfect for 

interview season. Learned a lot about Death Investigation 
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PATH 9504 Continued from 
previous page  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• This was an interesting course that worked well during interview season. 
• This elective rotation was excellent it had an excellent balance for a rotation to 

self-learn about death investigations. I think a strength of this rotation was it 
allowed me as a student to take it at my own pace which was very helpful for a 
rotation to take during interview season. 

• very independent rotation-- watch the videos and answer quizzes on your own 
time 

• Super interesting and fun elective to learn about something not traditionally 
taught in clerkships or in first and second year of medical school. 

• Good course for interview season, as you have a lot of flexibility and are able to 
make your own schedule - great for when you're dealing with last-minute 
interview offers. The later course content dives into forensic pathology and 
actual death investigations, but a good portion of the earlier course content is 
somewhat of an overview of pathology/disease covered in the first two years o  
medical school. The video format does not allow you to adjust the playback 
speed, so be aware you will have to watch at normal speed. One aspect of the 
course that I found especially useful and interesting was the section on cultura  
views of death, which included video interviews with members of different 
cultures. 

• There is a decent amount of videos to watch but you can watch them wheneve  
you like and the tests are easy. 

• Course dissects any questions regarding death investigation that you may have 
ever had. Thoroughly explains the physiology of death, post-mortem changes, 
and situations and medical conditions that may have contributed to the death.  
recommend taking at a time when you have a majority of residency interviews, 
as you will still have the flexibility and time to complete the course and prepare 
for interviews. 

• If someone wants to go into Pathology they should pursue this rotation. 
• Rotation was great! 
• This course is captivating and you will learn a ton while having fun! Definitely a 

unique experience and highly recommend for all med students to take. Seems 
like a lot of lectures, but the professors do a great job relaying the information 
and you never once feel bored. 

• Amazing rotation. 
• Take your time and just do a little bit of reading every day! 
• The course is back-loaded, with the majority of the time needed on the last 

section of videos. 
• Covers psychosocial, cultural issues surrounding death and death investigation 

as well as techniques of forensic pathology. The rotation is flexible, able to 
complete at your own pace. 

• complete modules ahead of time. 
• Very flexible rotation, self-paced. 
• Great course. Can finish in one week and take the rest of the rotation as 

vacation. 
• Good program dont wait too long to start. 
• excellent course, very detailed and organized 
• Take the rotation when you need a break from rotations or during interviews. 
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• Very informative rotation. 
• Highly recommend this elective!!! 
• Great opportunity for anyone interested in forensic pathology. 
• Make sure you pace yourself and enjoy the learning process. 
• None. I think the elective is good for medical students and death investigators. 
• I think itâ€™s a great introductory course to death investigation and forensic 

pathology. I would brush up on some of the related basic sciences (clotting, 
necrosis, pathology of tissue damage) to deepen my understanding of the 
material. 

• A little more communication from the instructor prior to starting the elective. 
• Significant portion of the course is directed to investigators rather than medica  

students 
• Great rotation in a topic we learn very little about during medical school.| 
• The instructions provided by the course director is more than enough to 

succeed. 
• Spread out your learning over the 4 weeks. There is a lot of great and very 

comprehensive material, so you'll learn better and retain more info if you don't 
cram. 

• This was a great class to take prior to match. It kept me busy but was very low 
stress, which was exactly what I needed! I was able to learn because I wanted t  
learn, and it made the course very fun :) 

• Great rotation. 
• Looking forward to taking this rotation 
• Really useful information!  Go through it in depth.  Make sure to spread out 

lectures well. 
• I think this rotation was very helpful in learning things not taught on typical cor  

rotations 
• I think it would be helpful to have less repeat information! 
• Better descriptors of how many modules are required and approximate time 

needed for each one. Some modules we're much shorter/longer than others so 
it was a challenge to schedule time. 

• Great virtual rotation; low-stress format with easy-to-listen-to lectures; would 
recommend regardless of specialty choice 

• Helpful and interesting online course. No in person meetings required and can 
be completed at your own pace. Great for end of 4th year or any time a break i  
needed in your schedule. 

• Excellent rotation to take during 4th year. Highly, highly recommend. 
• Convenient, interesting, and helpful rotation. Would recommend. 
• This rotation improves your knowledge on cultural and technical aspects of 

death investigation and it provides flexibility to advance through the coursewo  
at your own pace. 

• the video info I the course can not be sped up. 
• Excellent interesting elective 
• Informative, self-paced course. Excellent for independent learners! 
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• I don't believe any changes need to be made. The instructions and recordings 
were easy to understand and educational. 

• I think this course should be more widely advertised and offered. This was a 
great opportunity and a great compilation of resources. 

• Familiarize yourself with blackboard system 
• No comments to be shared at this time. 
• This course is great. I would keep everything as is for future students. 
• Make a schedule and stick to it 
• Give yourself plenty of time to watch the videos since there are quite a few, bu  

such a great rotation. There are some images throughout the videos that not 
everyone will like, just something to be aware of. 

• very interesting rotation! 
• Allow adequate time. 
• Pace yourself and do the content over time 
• Does take a lot of time to complete all the modules; plan accordingly. 
• Start early! 
• Great rotation, would recommend. 
• Very flexible, interesting course! Glad I had the opportunity to participate! 
• This information is good to know in any field you go into 
• Great elective with entirely self paced curriculum 
• uirI was really impressed with this course and the breadth and depth we 

achieved in such a short time period. It was a great introduction to the field of 
death investigations. I was most impressed by the aspects of the course that I 
did not expect to cover, nor even considered as necessary topics to include 
when thinking about what death investigations entailed. These topics included 
cultural competency and the different beliefs surrounding death from one 
culture and/or religion to the next, to the handling of letting families see their 
deceased family members even if foul play is suspected. Honoring someone's 
death is just as much about honoring their lived life which includes their living 
relatives and loved ones that have survived them. It is about treating their 
bodies the way their cultural beliefs indicate is appropriate. This also leads to m  
favorite takeaway from this course in that investigating the cause of death is no  
always for criminal rule-outs. Death investigations can be entirely focused on 
who or what caused someone's death and whether someone should be held 
accountable for said person's death -- but it also can be viewed as a form of 
healthcare that protects future generations. If a family member dies from a 
genetic abnormality then by identifying this potential cause for death, 
pathologists can play a crucial role in the longevity of that family. I also 
appreciated the time taken to understand the history of forensic science and th  
focus on the well-being of the coroner or others involved with death 
investigations as it can be a difficult field to navigate and remain in long term. A  
with all other specialties of medicine, we must take care of ourselves first in 
order to best serve our patients, present and future. 

• Highly recommend this rotation for when you have a very busy schedule 
(interview season) or as a last hurrah/trying to squeeze in extra vacation time a  
it is entirely self paced and could be condensed from four weeks down to mayb  
two, three for sure. 
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• Keep up the great work. 
• This is a really great flexible rotation. In addition, there are some really 

fascinating cases that are discussed. Both informative and entertaining. 
• This is a great rotation to have if you're looking for more time during the day, 

whether that be interviewing, studying for Step 2, vacation month, etc. You can 
watch the videos in your own time and the quizzes are not overly difficult. 

• I enjoyed being able to refresh my knowledge of pathology and learn at my ow  
pace. 

• Relatively straight forward, easy rotation. I good one to schedule during 
interview season. 

• Rotation covers an interesting topic in which not many medical students get 
experience; Many 'useful' 4th year rotations that are not in your specialty will 
only stick with you a few years, but I think this could be one of the unique 
experiences that sticks longer. The virtual rotation allows for a lot of freedom i  
schedule, making it a good choice for interview season or the end of the year 
while wanting to travel to your new city or go on a vacation. 

• Make a schedule and stick to it! The end of the course has much longer videos 
than the beginning. 

• Communicate early with UND staff and faculty, they are very accommodating 
• I would say it is important to stay on schedule with the required recordings, as 

they take a while to get through. 
• A nice course which introduces death investigation and basic pathology to 

medical students. 
• This course is in an asynchronous format so this allows you to go through the 

course at your own pace. The course directors are responsive and happy to hel  
over email if any issues should arise. 

• expect to work on this course 20-25 hours per week 
• This elective is very interesting and comprehensive. You will learn a lot and the 

flexibility of a self-paced course is great. 
• I think this is really helpful to learn about the process of death investigation 
• Just sit back and learn about something new and interesting. 
• Good course, excellent education and appropriately challenging 
• Take the time the enjoy the parts that are enjoyable to you and this elective is 

very fun and entertaining :) 
• The course was very straightforward and easy to follow. 
• Quite helpful for students going into any specialty. Death is a part of life and 

physicians need to be prepared for these uncommon, yet inevitable situations  
their career. 

• I enjoyed this elective and the coursework was manageable. 
• Great online elective. 
• I would rather have 1 longer lecture than 5 short broken up ones. 
• I think that students will really like this course! 
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PATH 9505 
Pathology Independent Study 

Virtual 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Great way to not only learn but form an informational publication which can 
help to educate other medical students. 

 

• Go above and beyond for this rotation. The only formal requirement is writing 
the paper however, the pathologists give you ample opportunity to consider 
writing case reports or learning about general pathology. No matter what 
specialty you go in to, you will need to know general concepts of pathology and 
this is a great way to review the things you learned in year 2! 

 

• This elective is a great, academically challenging experience. Dr. Kemp is 
prompt to work with you and you learn a great deal about pathology and the 
process of writing and publishing a paper. 

 

• Go above and beyond for this rotation. The only formal requirement is writing 
the paper however, the pathologists give you ample opportunity to consider 
writing case reports or learning about general pathology. No matter what 
specialty you go in to, you will need to know general concepts of pathology and 
this is a great way to review the things you learned in year 2! ---------------- This 
elective is a great, academically challenging experience. Dr. Kemp is prompt to 
work with you and you learn a great deal about pathology and the process of 
writing and publishing a paper. 

 

• This rotation is a great one if you wish to dive deeper into a topic and also get 
published. 

 

• Would be a good rotation to do towards the end of the year because it's fairly 
low-key and you can research any topic that interests you. 

 

• Awesome elective. Would highly recommend 
 

• Helpful in helping me find a project to work on. 
 

• I appreciated the opportunity to practice writing a journal article and the 
exposure to unique cases. 

 

• This elective is so nice to be able to have the time to write a case report for 
publication and to learn from the process and know how to do it again in the 
future. 

• Very chill rotation. Essentially you work on a mock case report and write some 
step 1 style questions. 

• Great rotation. Not super busy, and good reinforcement in research and case 
reports. Good rotation for interview season or after a hard away. 

• Rotation was excellent for getting experiences that could be placed onto 
residency applications and is also pretty flexible to be great for talking around 
an away rotation or during interview invite or interview season. 

• Great rotation. Helpful in developing skills in writing case reports without 
being to overwhelming. This is basically a vacation month. 

• Dr. Kemp is wonderful. He is very flexible and will modify deadlines if you 
need. He gives great feedback. 

• Very chill rotation. Essentially you work on a mock case report and write 
some step 1 style questions. 
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• Great rotation. Not super busy, and good reinforcement in research and case 
reports. Good rotation for interview season or after a hard away. 

• Rotation was excellent for getting experiences that could be placed onto 
residency applications and is also pretty flexible to be great for talking 
around an away rotation or during interview invite or interview season. 

• Great rotation. Helpful in developing skills in writing case reports without 
being to overwhelming. This is basically a vacation month. 

• Dr. Kemp is wonderful. He is very flexible and will modify deadlines if you 
need. He gives great feedback. 

• Excellent experience for those wanting dedicated time to write a case report 
• great chill rotation, Dr. Kemp is great as always, highly recommend especially 

during interview season or when you want a less time commitment rotation 
• Great to take during interview season due to flexibility. 
• I took this elective during interview season and I'm really glad I did. I still 

learned about a topic of interest and had time to focus on residency 
interviews. 

• The flexibility of the course was very convienient and the style of instruction 
was encouraging and made the project fun. 

• Great rotation to gain experience doing lit reviews, writing a case report, and 
writing and researching for board style vignette questions. 

• An interesting rotation where you are able to take a deep dive and learn 
more about a pathological condition of your choosing, and present your 
knowledge to future students. 

• Great rotation. Plenty of free time 
• Ideal fourth year rotation. Can be taken before residency 

applications/interviews to add a research experience/project to your 
application, during interview season for flexibility in scheduling and low-
stress rotation, or after interviews to allow time for travel, 2nd look events at 
programs, or house hunting. Time requirements will vary depending on the 
complexity of the topic you choose for your project. Very helpful to be able 
to choose something related to your future career. Dr. Kemp is amazing and I 
would always recommend a rotation that he precepts. 

• Great rotation to take 4th year. Highly recommend! 
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Pediatrics 
PED 9101  
Pediatrics  

Q & R Clinic Medcenter One, Mid 
Dakota Clinic, CHI St. Alexius 

Medical Center  
 
 
 
 
 

PED 9107.01  
Neonatology   
CHI St. Alexius  

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 PED 9107.2  
Neonatology  

Sanford Health 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Good rotation, very similar to the third year experience beyond you may work 
on some notes in clinic and will overall be familiar with pediatrics after your 
core clerkship. 

• This was a great rotation that allowed some inpatient pediatric experience and 
a lot of both outpatient pediatrics and nursery in a rural environment. The 
preceptor is an amazing teacher and there is so much to be learned while on 
this rotation. It is busy but very doable and valuable rotation if interested in 
pediatrics or family medicine. 

 
 
• Take the time to get to know the nursing staff. They understand the changes 

that happen throughout a shift and are with these babies 24/7. The more 
work you put in the beginning of the rotation to understand the WHY, the 
easier the rotation becomes. In the beginning this rotation is different from 
most because of how specialized it is. Just breathe and you will get through 
it! 

 

• Great rotation to do during interviews as you typically only work half days. 
 

• Topic presentations everyday with Dr. Nath. Hours are very easy usually just 
mornings. Dr. Nath can be somewhat abrasive at times as well.  

 
 

 

• This is a good, balanced rotation. Adequate opportunities for both patient 
care and student directed learning. I would highly recommend for anyone 
planning to go into pediatrics, or anyone who hopes to care for babies in 
general. You typically start with about 3 babies who you will pre-round on 
and present during rounds, and then you will take on any new babies that 
are admitted while you are there, eventually building up to 6-8 babies who 
you will be caring for, which seems to be a typical load for an intern. You will 
also attend high risk deliveries and be at the isolette during resuscitation. 
You will definitely get to formulate an assessment and plan, and at times I 
was asked to make definitive patient care decision. A really helpful part 
about this rotation is rounding with pharmacy and dietetics. You will get lots 
of experience with TPN, medication considerations, and nutrition that you 
won't get other places. Time demands are very reasonable. Rounding starts 
between 8 and 8:30 typically and I was usually gone between 2 and 4 (only 
around that late if there is a delivery to attend!) Preceptors were super 
open to needing to leave early for an appointment, meeting, etc. 
 

• Highly recommend this rotation for all students going into pediatrics. Felt as 
though it was more like an AI. I did spend more hours on the unit compared 
to other 4th year rotations but it was well worth it. I would do this rotation 
either before or after interview season just because it is a little more time 
intensive. I learned SO much and loved the rotation. 
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PED 9204.01  
Pediatric Cardiology  

Sanford Health 
 
 

PED 9211 
Lactation Science & 

Breastfeeding Education at 
Fargo 

 
 

PED 9233 
Pediatric Primary Care Clinic  

Sanford Health  
 

• Relatively easy rotation, most days you are done by 330. You see about 6 
patients in a day, it’s a mix of follow-ups and new patients. Good learning 
opportunity. 

 
 
• Great elective if you need some flexibility in your schedule. Staff is very 

accommodating and wants you to have best experience. 
 

 
 
 

• would just say this rotation would be very valuable to someone interested 
in Pediatrics but may be redundant to someone interested in another 
specialty after completing year 3. Maybe just keep in mind for future 
students. 

 
 

 

PED 9302 
Clinical Neonatal 

Altru Hospital  
 
 
 
 
 
 

PED 9511 
*Now PED 9311 

Lactation Science & 
Breastfeeding Education at 

Grand Forks  

• Dr. Panda is an incredible teacher. He takes the time to make sure you understand 
all concepts and the why behind them. He pushes students in a way that is 
supportive and makes us want to excel. He presents many opportunities for 
students and it helps me feel more confident. I loved this rotation. 10/10 
recommend. 

• Fun rotation, short days, was able to do procedures like circumcisions. The 
neonatologists in Grand Forks are great 

 
 
• Great rotation if you plan on going into family medicine, peds, or OB. Flexible hours 

with the opportunity to attend C-sections and participate in newborn care and 
assessment. Friendly staff members and preceptor. The only negative aspect is having 
to pay $150 for a required course. Highly recommend! 

 

• HIGHLY RECOMMEND TAKING THIS ELECTIVE IF YOU WILL BE WORKING WITH 
MOTHERS AND/OR CHILDREN!! You learn so many techniques and breastfeeding 
information that we weren't necessarily taught throughout medical school. This is 
immensely helpful if you plan on helping patient with breastfeeding or giving 
breastfeeding information in the future 

 
 

PED 9502 
Pediatrics Public Health 

Virtual 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Great opportunity for independent exploration of public health issues not otherwise 
addressed in the medical school curriculum. 

 

• This was a really enjoyable elective! It allows you a very flexible schedule and gives 
you time to learn more about public health in a meaningful way. 
 

• Some topics are extremely large and have been studied extensively, so there is an 
abundance of information out there. Be selective and definitive in the strategies you 
choose. 
 

• Good opportunity to research relevant topics in pediatric public health. Interesting 
rotation to do during the COVID-19 pandemic and integrate its effects in my 
presentations. 
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PED 9502 Pediatrics Public 
Health Virtual continued 

• There is great opportunity in this elective to pursue areas of personal interest in 
pediatric public health and receive input on related research from an experienced 
pediatrician. 
 

• Great elective. 
 

• Great course. 
 

• The virtual aspect of this rotation offers flexibility but this is a truly beneficial rotation 
for working on and improving your research skills, for learning about public health 
issues, and for starting to learn how to put together reports in a way that adds value 
to the overall practice of medicine and the community. Dr Tiongson is a the true MVP 
and gives incredibly helpful feedback that you can learn from. 

 

• This is an excellent elective for those interested in public health with the ability to 
explore topics of personal interest. 

 

• This is an excellent elective for those interested in public health with the 
ability to explore topics of personal interest. 

• Great rotation for flexible time commitment 
• Wonderful rotation if you're interested in any facet of public health. 
• Great rotation for interest in any specialty. 
• A great rotation that is flexible if needed during interviews or other time 

period. 
• This was an excellent rotation. Dr. Tiongson gives excellent feedback and 

this rotation allows you to dive into public health issues. Also, this rotation 
allows time to take things at your own pace. 

• Great rotation to take during interview season, as it allows for plenty of 
flexibility. 

• Good rotation to take during interview season. 
• very flexible scheduled and virtual rotation if you are looking for time to 

work on other projects, be out of state, and/or work on applications. Great 
option for interview season. Self paced. 

• great online Elective, Great feedback from preceptor 
• This rotation was really great. Dr. Tiongson provides constructive and 

thought-provoking feedback in both a polite and professional manner. 
Would highly recommend. 

• strong and effective teaching and feedback 
• Great fourth year rotation. 
• This rotation was really great. Dr. Tiongson provides constructive and 

thought-provoking feedback in both a polite and professional manner. 
Would highly recommend. 

• strong and effective feedback 
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PED 9504 
Children with Special Health 

Care Needs 
Anne Carlson Center for Children 

 
 

• If you are at all interested in doing pediatrics or working with kids or adults with 
disabilities, I highly recommend taking this elective. After taking it, I feel so 
much more comfortable interacting with people with all different types of 
abilities. 

• Great experience, plenty of exposure to children with complicated 
pathologies and behaviors. This experience cannot be replicated anywhere 
else in ND. 

• Allows you to tailor to specific interests and specialties of medicine 
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Psychiatry & Behavioral Sciences 
PSYB 9103  

Study of Alcohol & Chemical 
Dependency 

• Great rotation, gives students valuable firsthand experience about how 
addiction impacts real people. Exposure to OTP (opioid treatment program) is 
very beneficial as well. 

 

• Amazing rotation for everyone including those not interested in psych. 
Spending time with CD patients gives a much better understanding of this 
population and would be beneficial for all areas of medicine! Dr. Henke is not 
only a great psychiatrist but is an excellent person to discuss life and concerns 
in your future career as a physician.    

• Shari and Dr. Henke are an absolute treat to work with - incredible humans and 
providers. Was really astounded by the way my viewpoints changed and was 
inspired by the resiliency of this patient population. 
  

• Take this one! 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
PSYB 9108 
Psychiatry 

Sanford Health 

• Compassionate exploration of the psychosocial dimensions of addiction and 
harm reduction principles with ample opportunity to practice psychiatric 
history taking and work-up. 

 

• Great elective for anyone interested in psych! 
 

• A must-take rotation for anyone interested in psychiatry, highly 
recommend! 

• Great rotation for learning how to approach more difficult topics such as 
substance use/abuse, trauma history, and relapse with adults. Working 
with Dr. Henke and Shari is so helpful. So great to learn more of the 
social aspect of healthcare and about programs in the state that help 
people get back on their feet. Very relaxed rotation. You will learn a lot 
about yourself and your own biases and how to confront them. 

 
• It's a very fun rotation and for anyone interested in doing psychiatry, I highly 

recommend it! 
• Come with a positive attitude and a willingness to learn 
• This was a great rotation. It was very manageable hours, but also very 

stimulating and worthwhile. The preceptors are great teachers and there are a 
lot of opportunities to interview patients and write notes. 

 

  
PSYB 9203  

Pediatric/Adolescent 
Prairie St. John’s - Fargo 

• This was a great rotation and I would recommend it to anyone interested in the 
field of Psychiatry.  

 

• This was a great rotation to allow experience in child/adolescent psychiatry. I 
now have a solid foundation of the disease pathologies and treatments for child 
psychiatry. We saw many patients everyday and I was able to do admissions 
and follow my own patients. Dr. Hess also does a great job teaching about 
different topics relating to patients and their pathologies, as well as adding in 
life advice about being a physician, billing and coding, and hospital systems. 

 

• This rotation offers opportunities to see many patients and significantly 
involves students in patient care. 
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• You learn a lot from Dr. Hess, make sure you ask about negotiating contracts 
and logistics of being a doctor/money management. He is very knowledgeable 
about that stuff. 

 

• Wonderful elective 
 

  
  

 PSYB 9501  
NNCI  

Virtual 

• Great review of neurophysiology and depth into a better understanding of 
neurobiology and its role in psychiatry. Very helpful. Dr. Roerig was a 1:1 
preceptor and I learned a great amount from our bi weekly discussions above 
what was expected from the chapter questions. Would recommend to anyone 
interested in neurology, psych, or just curious at how neurobiology can change in 
psychiatric illnesses. 

• Highly, highly recommend taking this course. 
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Radiology 
RAD 9101-01 

Diagnostic Radiology 
Sanford Health 

 
 
 
 
 
 

RAD 9101-02 
Diagnostic Radiology 

CHI St. Alexius Medical Center 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Fantastic elective with great teachers! 
• The time spent in the reading room is appropriate, but there is a significant 

amount of required reading. 
• Good rotation. Usually done by 10am. Test at the end is difficult but if you 

spread out your studying it isn't too bad. 
• Just focus on the details necessary for your future career. The rotation will 

be what you make of it. 
 
 

• No suggestions! This is a good rotation to take if you have a couple of 
interviews during the month as there is some flexibility in the schedule but 
maybe not if you will miss a lot of time due to interviews as there's a lot of 
material to cover! 
 

• Take this rotation, you will not regret it. 
 

• Lots of free time during rotation. There is a test you have to take at the 
end and there is a lot of reading that is assigned. But if you don't do any 
of the reading it should be still pretty reasonable to pass without studying 
for it. Overall super chill rotation. 

• This course is great for learning when to order specific radiologic studies, 
and it will help provide a basic understanding on how to interpret these 
studies. 

• Great rotation. Dr. Roller is very helpful especially if you are going into 
Radiology. You typically spend 2 hours a day with him or another 
radiologist. The problem is that this is a private practice so they are quite 
busy and the lists can get long so being there for a long time isn't very 
beneficial. The readings are pretty dense, but they are really helpful if you 
are going into a specialty that needs a solid grasp of radiology. 

• With the new online reading requirements, be prepared to expend 
considerable time and effort to complete the reading. If you make a real 
effort to complete the reading, this rotation is not a walk in the park. As 
someone not preparing to go into radiology, I would think twice about 
taking this rotation again even though I did ultimately enjoy it. 

• This is a great fourth year rotation no matter what specialty you are going 
into. Good anatomy review and increased exposure to 
ordering/interpreting radiologic studies. Hours are very manageable. 
Typically no more than 4 hours per day with additional time spent for 
studying/reading assignments at home. Time in the hospital is typically 
very efficient, not much if any wasted time. Dr. Roller is an excellent 
teacher and spends a lot of time with students. Very low stress, low 
intensity, but very valuable. 

• Nice rotation to get more comfortable looking at and interpreting images. 
There is a ton of assigned reading each day which overall isn't super 
helpful. Would recommend bringing questions to ask your preceptors 
each day. 
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RAD 9101-03 
Diagnostic Radiology 

West River Regional Medical 
Center  

• Rotation in Hettinger with Dr. Kristy was a lot of fun! 
 

 
 

 

RAD 9101-04 
Diagnostic Radiology 

Virtual 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

RAD 9104  
Radiation Oncology 

CHI St. Alexius Medical Center 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

• Take advantage of the access to radprimer to go above and beyond and study 
more than is required! 

 

• Opportunity for self directed learning. You will get out of this course what 
you put into it. 

 

• Great elective, no complaints. 
 

• Great opportunity to improve your ability to read images, as well as 
understanding what images to order and when. Super useful for all future 
physicians 

 

• This rotation is the best choice to take during interview season. Dr. Roller is 
very flexible and supportive of student's schedule which makes this rotation 
very agreeable. 

 

• Great for Radiology imaging and appropriate test ordering review. 
 

• Lots of free time during rotation. There is a test you have to take at the end 
and there is a lot of reading that is assigned. But if you don't do any of the 
reading it should be still pretty reasonable to pass without studying for it. 
Overall super chill rotation. 

 

• Most of the rotation you are expected to be reading from a dense website 
that is translated from dutch (aka. there is a lot of reading and it is not exactly 
the most interesting thing to read as it is translated). Several times I was 
expected to come in to the hospital for a couple hours before or after doing a 
virtual interview (virtual interviews are still time and energy consuming). 

 

• Great rotation for learning how to determine the type of imaging that would 
be most helpful for different situations. Students will get better at 
interpreting imaging, but the goal is to get better at knowing what to do 
based on information received from radiologist; I think this is better long-
term. Also a good rotation to take during interview season (accepting invites 
or doing them virtually). 

 

 
• Great time, don't present patients, read at home and you'll do great. 
• This rotation is largely a shadowing rotation. It is a useful perspective for 

students going into general surgery, urology, otolaryngology, 
cardiothoracic, etc., however, be prepared to listen to similar prostate 
and breast cancer discussions multiple times per day for four weeks. I do 
think this rotation is amenable to a period of time when interview invites 
are expected to be rolling out. The doctors may also be willing to let you 
miss a few days to complete interviews, however, I don't think you 
should plan too many interviews during this time. That wouldn't be fair 
to these physicians who are taking time out of their day to be with you. 
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RAD 9107.01  
Interventional Radiology 

CHI St. Alexius Medical Center  
 
 

RAD 9107.02  
Interventional Radiology 

Sanford Health 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• This was the best rotation/experience of my medical education 
• Lots of hands on learning, fun attendings 

• Best rotation. Doctors are all awesome to work with. They will let you do as 
much as you want to do or if you want to do no hands on things too they 
wont care. If you want to learn some basic procedures like putting in central 
lines and doing paracentesis and thoracentesis this would be a very good 
rotation to do. Also, they don't care at all when you leave. If you have 
something to do that day or want to leave before noon everyday they will not 
care at all. A few time I showed up and immediately was told to go home and 
enjoy a long weekend. 
 

• With one main preceptor who was decent at involving me in procedures, but 
I also often observed other IR doctors and occasionally did some hands-on 
procedures with them. There is a lot of downtime during the morning (which 
starts at 8:00 am) between procedures, and the preceptors insist you leave 
for the day at lunch. Definitely had ample time to work in applications, and 
preceptors were always okay with me missing for interviews. Easy rotation 
but honestly not very stimulating. Wish I would have been able to scrub in 
more, but it was hard to accomplish because you really had to put yourself 
out there to scrub. Would recommend if you need a lighter load rotation and 
are genuinely interested in IR, radiology, or vascular surgery otherwise, you'll 
probably be bored. 

 .  

• It is a great rotation even if you are not going into oncology 
  
 

RAD 9202.01 
Diagnostic Radiology 

Sanford Health  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

RAD 9203 
Interventional  Radiology 

Sanford Health 

 
 

  

• Good rotation for getting exposure to the multiple different areas of 
radiology. Low pressure, but there is a ton of medicine to be learned. 
 

• TONS of reading with two 50 question tests at the end. 
 

• Good introduction to diagnostic radiology but make sure to keep up on 
readings. 

• I think there is potential that this rotation may change with the new 
radiology chair, but this is based on the current setup. There is a lot of 
outside reading, so I would not take it during interview season or when 
you are finalizing applications. 

• Pretty relaxed rotation to learn the basics of radiology. There is a test at 
the end that is pretty straightforward. 

• Students have to be ready to put in the work. The assigned reading could 
be intimidating. 
 
 

Chill rotation, all the docs are great. Promersberger and Penney are more 
likely to get you involved. Ask to do paras and thoras and scrub in on 
interesting cases. It can be helpful to learn how to use the wires and they 
might let you inject contrast too. If there isn't much going on in the afternoon 
or there are only paras and thoras I would typically leave around 1 if the docs 
weren't getting me involved much. 
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RAD 9302.01 
Diagnostic Radiology 

Altru Health System 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

RAD 9305 
Interventional  Radiology 

Altru Health 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Good rotation to learn about radiology. 
 

• Great rotation during spring of MS4 
 

• Enjoyable and informative for most everyone, will provide you with some 
idea of the depth of radiology. 

• Feel free to ask questions about areas of imaging, most attendings will offer 
explanations or information resources. 

• This is a great elective to take to gain more experience in reading scans. Dr. 
Dallum in GF was very understanding of allowing us to check our emails for 
scheduling residency interviews 

• Low time commitment. There is assigned reading and a test at the end. 
• Good rotation for those specifically interested in radiology or if you simply 

want to improve at radiology concepts. 
• Nothing to add 
• Super laid back rotation, highly recommend during interview season or 

when you need a month break as the hours are completely cush. It does 
provide a good understanding of radiology. There is a quiz at the end of it 
but it is fairly easy to pass without doing too much of the readings. 

• Very worthwhile rotation. It is what you make of it, if you are engaged and 
ask questions you will learn a lot about imaging! 

• Good rotation to learn basics of radiology which is applicable to almost 
every specialty. Helpful when starting residency to be better able to 
understand imaging findings for your patients. 

• Focus on key topics such as chest xray, bi-rads, Fleischner criteria, and 
trauma for the reading test and trust in your Step 1 and 2 knowledge base. 

• Great 4th year rotation. Get a little refresher on reading radiology. On the 
Grand Forks campus, days are from 8-11am, Dr. Dallum will let you go. He's 
a great funny guy and always in a good mood, spends alot of rotation just 
small talking with you about events/news/sports/yourself whatever really 
Just a warning, he will talk about politics and has considerably right leaning 
views if you are someone uncomfortable with the topic. 

• Solid elective rotation. Ample opportunity to learn and ask questions on 
whatever aspect of DR you wish to learn more about. Reading assignments 
are quite lengthy. Probably most 'required' reading out of any rotation in 
medical school, but you don't need to read them 100%. Test at the end half 
from a bank of 175 questions that you just memorize beforehand and half 
from lectures. Closed book. 
 
 

• Good rotation for those interested in radiology, surgery, or vascular 
surgery. Decent hours and lots of hands on learning. 

• Good rotation to understand what the role of IR is and how they can help 
your patients. 
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RAD 9401.01 
Diagnostic Radiology 

Trinity Health 
 
 
 

RAD 9402 
Radiation Oncology 

Trinity Health 
 
 

RAD 9501 
Radiology Acting Internship 

Fargo VA HCS 

• Very helpful to keep up in readings and to ask questions when unsure of 
something. 

• Good rotation for accepting interview invites 
 
 
• Great rotation with excellent staff. Dr. Joon Lee is a wonderful teacher 

and will tailor your experience according to your interests. 
 
 
 
• A must for anyone planning to go into radiology or considering it. Also 

would be helpful to anyone going into an imaging-heavy specialty such as 
general or orthopedic surgery. You can expect to become decently 
competent at reading CTs/radiographs and/or your specialty-specific 
pertinent imaging after this course. Preceptor welcomes everyone but 
wants motivated students. You will have the chance to read your own 
studies, then go over your impression/findings with the attending. You'll 
learn how to do shoulder, hip, and SI joint injections and paracentesis. 
Minimum hours are 8:00-12:00, but you can also do an entire day every 
day, which would be 8:00-4:30 with an hour-long lunch break if you 
choose. Really cool preceptor who's close to residency and can easily 
relate. It's also nice to see how a VA works as it is very different from a 
standard hospital or private practice setting. 

• Great rotation. Get to do procedures by yourself. You do have to stick 
around most of the day, but you get to learn a lot from Dr. Morrell. 
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Surgery 
SURG 9104.01 

Orthopedic Surgery 
Bone & Joint Center 

 
 
 
 

SURG 9110 
Urology 

CHI St. Alexius Health 
 
 
 

SURG 9114.01  
Anesthesiology 

CHI St. Alexius Health  

• I was primarily with Dr. Icenogle. The rotation covered primarily elective 
and traumatic hand surgery as well as some general orthopedics. Dr. 
Icenogle is a very busy surgeon, but he does a great job of teaching and 
asking questions. He is always willing to take time to answer questions 
about cases, ddx, treatment plans, and career advice. 
 
 

• Best specialty ever. Dr. Charchenko is a fountain of knowledge and one of 
the best surgeons in Bismarck. He is performing world class robotic cases 
and minimally invasive procedures. Don't get in the way and read at 
home. AUA core curriculum is very good. 
 
 

• Students will gain exposure to anesthesia care for a wide variety of 
patients, including pediatrics, OB/Gyn, orthopedics, neurosurgery, GI, 
and cardiac surgery. This rotation was particularly helpful in 
strengthening physiology and pharmacology knowledge and application 
and introducing some experience with mask-ventilation and intubation 
under the supervision of helpful and encouraging anesthesiologists and 
CRNAs. 

• If you are going to take an anesthesia rotation in Bismarck, try to be with 
Dr. Voigt. I had such a fantastic hands-on experience in addition to 
intellectually stimulating. I'm looking to go into otolaryngology and told 
Dr. Voigt that I wanted to become comfortable bag-masking patients and 
intubating. He gave me these opportunities and more. FANTASTIC 
ROTATION. 

• If students are thinking about going into surgery I highly recommend 
taking this rotation with Dr. Voigt. 

 
  

SURG 9114.02  
Anesthesiology 

Sanford Health  

• I recommend this rotation to all students. It is very hands-on and helps 
you gain confidence in procedural skills and patient and staff 
interaction. 
 

• Make sure you understand how the drugs work and why you use them, 
not just the fact that you're using a certain medication because that's 
what they always use. The routine stuff is easy to remember but there 
are many situations where you have to find an alternative. 

 

• Be aggressive in getting your experience. If you would like to see/do 
something, then do it. They are fantastic teachers. 

 

• Really great rotation for gaining experience and confidence in 
procedures. 

 

• This rotation was great! I got a lot of procedural practice, and the 
department is welcoming and invested in helping medical students 
learn. 
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• Great rotation for students going into surgical as well as medical 
specialties. There are many opportunities to perform skills/procedures 
like intubations, arterial and central lines, IVs, and nerve blocks as well 
as learn the broad medicinal and critical care aspects of anesthesia 
including managing comorbidities, induction/maintenance of 
anesthesia, and ventilator settings. 

 
 

SURG 9115 
Otolaryngology  

Office/Hospital 
 
 
 

 
SURG 9126  

Ophthalmology 2 week 
Dakota Eye Institute 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SURG 9127.01 
Otorhinolaryngology  

2 week  
Sanford Health 

 
 

SURG 9127.02 
Otorhinolaryngology  

 2 week  
Hetland ENT 

 

• Dr. Nelson is an amazing preceptor to work with. He is one of the most 
approachable preceptors with dedication for surgery and teaching about 
ENT. He involves you in all aspects from inpatient care, consults, clinic 
and surgery. He is a great mentor for anyone looking to go into a 
surgical or really any career in medicine. 

 
 
• Very educational. Feel much more comfortable seeing patients with 

common ophthalmic issues as well as referring to ophthalmologists 
in the future. Great for getting more experience performing a 
fundoscopic exam. Do not end up doing a lot of independent 
examination or interviewing, which is expected given the field. 

• Helpful rotation for those interested in ophthalmology, surgical 
subspecialties, or ophthalmic complaints. Preceptors were very 
welcoming, and I learned some things, though the academics of this 
rotation is pretty light (which was welcomed by me). 8:00-9:00 start 
with some half days and otherwise out by 3:00-4:00. Had a 1-2 hour 
lunch every day and about 3-4 half days of surgery. Overall I was very 
satisfied with this course and would recommend it. 

 
 
• Great rotation to learn more about ENT anatomy, pathologies, 

evaluation, and approach to treatment. 
 
 
 
 

• Would recommend for anyone interested in otorhinolaryngology, 
surgical specialties, or related/referring specialties (family medicine, 
anesthesia, radiology, etc). Will be with one main preceptor who is 
exceptional and actively involves students, but your level of surgical 
involvement will be holding retractors and using the scissors (which I 
felt was reasonable considering the extent of our short relationship). 
Clinic days are busy, 8:00-4:30-ish Tuesdays and Thursdays. You will 
be shadowing the entire time (no seeing patients on your own or 
note writing). Surgery days are Monday-Wednesday-Friday and start 
at about 6:15 and go until about 3:00. Preceptor also owns his own 
practice and has a pretty interesting life outside medicine, so if you 
are interested in learning from someone who prioritizings this, he is 
a quality resource. All and all, would recommend. I had fun.| 
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SURG 9197  
General Surgery AI 

Sanford Health 
 

 

 
 

SURG 9202.01 
Otorhinolaryngology 

Sanford Health 
 
 

SURG 9206  
Orthopedic Surgery Sports 

Medicine 
Sanford Orthopedics & Sports 

Medicine 
 
 

 

SURG 9208.01  
Orthopedic Surgery 
Sanford Health Ortho 

 
 
 
 
 

SURG 9212.01 
Anesthesiology 

Sanford Health Health 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SURG 9212.02 
Anesthesiology 

Essentia Health  

 
 
 
 
 

 
• An acting internship with Dr. Boyko is a MUST if you are interested 

in any surgical specialty. Even surgical subspecialties will benefit 
from this experience because of the ample suturing opportunities 
and the fact that you will need to rotate through general surgery 
as an intern. 

 
 

• If you're looking for a strong hands-on surgical experience, request 
time with Dr. Andrew Terrell. 

 
 
 
• Most of my time on this rotation was spent working directly with the 

residents, all of whom were very nice. The senior residents were 
willing to work with me and tailor the rotation to be more useful for 
me and my future career goals in a specialty outside orthopedics. 

 
  

• If you are not assigned to a resident make sure to ask to be set up 
with the resident team on your first day so you don't miss morning 
conference and other opportunities to spend with the residents. 

• Good educational experience for students interested in pursuing 
orthopaedic surgery. 
 

 
 
• Good opportunity for hands-on procedural skills. Days obviously start 

early, but most of the time they end fairly early as well. Also, early 
hours make finding parking easier. You are with a different attending 
every shift, so you will have to figure out how to track them down or 
call/page whoever you are with when you get to the hospital in the 
morning. The rotation is also split between two sites, approximately 
half at the SMCF main campus, and the other half at the Broadway 
campus. 

• Great rotation for late in the year or as a final rotation. Plenty of 
opportunity for procedures and plenty of free time. 

 
 

• Whether you plan to pursue anesthesia or not, this rotation is a great 
opportunity to learn from incredible preceptors, and it was the best 
rotation I've had in medical school thus far. 

• Highly recommend this rotation 
 

• Great rotation with a nice schedule and great exposure to 
procedures. 
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SURG 9297 
 4th Year Experience 

(Surgery/Orthopedic) 
Sanford Health 

 
 

SURG 9301  
General Surgery 

Altru Health 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SURG 9304  
ENT (Otolaryngology) 

Altru Health 

• Plastics was great for getting suturing practice! Ortho was fun to see. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Work hard, be involved, and spend time with the residents. 
• You will work hard during this rotation but you will have fun! Great 

to do this rotation if you're thinking about going into surgery since 
you get time with Dr. Johnson  Best to do this rotation during periods 
1-3. 

• this will be your busiest rotation, so make sure you do not have 
anything important going on during this time 
 
 

• I think an ENT rotation is essential for any person going into a 
primary care specialty; certainly pediatrics, family medicine, and 
emergency care given the percentage of patients that present with 
ENT related complaints. The ENT department in Grand Forks is 
wonderful at teaching and really appreciate interested students. As 
someone going into pediatrics, I still felt that the information I 
learned from adult patients was applicable to my field. 
 

 
 

SURG 9308  
Anesthesiology 

Altru Health System 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SURG 9311.01  
Interventional Pain 

Management  
Altru Health 

• Great elective if you will be required to manage airways or preform 
sedations in your future career. 

 

• This is a good rotation for people interested in anesthesiology, as well as 
those wishing to hone their skills at intubation. 

 

• Very good rotation to learn and practice intubation, IV placement, 
anesthesia. Worked with patients of all ages and backgrounds. 
Anesthesia experiences for Ortho, Ophthalmology, Ob-Gyn, Urology, 
ENT, Plastics, Cardiothoracic, Interventional Radiology, and Gen Surg. 
Was able to follow and learn from other attendings, in addition to the 
main preceptor. 

• You will have the chance to do as much as you want to do, seek out 
opportunities to participate and learn, amazing rotation! 

• stay as involved as possible! 
 
 

• Definitely take this class if you want a laid back rotation. Dr. Parikh is 
a wonderful preceptor and allows students to choose to do their 
shifts either 8-12 or 1-4 each day. She also provides a ton of time off 
if needed for whatever. She has procedure days at the north dakota 
surgery center on Wednesdays that take all day. These days are fun 
as you get to practice placing epidurals, pushing medications, along 
with being involved with some more complicated pain interventional 
procedures. If thinking anesthesiology or need a rotation for 
interviews or time off definitely consider this rotation! 
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SURG 9311.01  
Interventional Pain 

Management  
 Valley Bone & Joint 

 
 
 

SURG 9313 
Orthopedic/Sports Med 

Altru Orthopedics 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SURG 9396  
4th Year Experience  

(Surgery/Orthopedic) 
Altru  & Valley Bone & Joint  

 

 
SURG 9404.01  

General Surgery 
Trinity Health 

 
 

SURG 9414  
Anesthesiology  

Trinity Health 
 
 

SURG 9420  
Neurosurgery Altru 

 Trinity Health  

• I really enjoyed this rotation. It is a mix of clinic and procedure time 
at the OR. Procedures are short and Dr. Parikh is really nice and a 
good teacher. Lots of neurological back pain patients. The rotation is 
really relaxed and not super challenging. Dr. Parikh will also let you 
help out with the procedures. 

• Excellent teaching and immediate feedback 
 
 
• Loved the rotation, got to do lots of IVs, helped with epidurals, nerve 

blocks, etc. Not time commitment heavy, work 4 10hr days, every 
Friday off. Drs. were fantastic, loved having a student - make yourself 
helpful and the nursing staff will love you too! 
 
 

• Dr. Toftoy and Shin are husband and wife surgeons... power couple. 
Great rotation when it comes to learning how to do an exam related 
to sports ortho. Lots of time with each patient. Not a crazy busy 
practice as of yet; however, this allows for more time with you and 
the preceptors. Both went to residency in MN; fellowship in colorado 
and utah if you are interested in any of those programs.   Very nice, 
caring people. Not your typical ortho docs that can be really mean. 
Not as hands on as other rotations. Mostly shadow along in clinic 
with ability to do positive exam findings pending patient pain level. 
Two days OR and 3 days clinic/week. You will learn a ton about 
sports ortho. 
 

• Excellent rotation with fantastic staff! Great opportunity to learn 
more about orthopedic conditions and their various treatments. 
Fantastic balance of OR and clinic time. 

 
 

• I chose to do ortho and plastics. This is a great rotation to do late in 
your fourth year. Plenty of clinical experiences, but you don't have to 
work 80  hour weeks. I am going into ortho and chose plastics to 
learn some more suturing and flap basics. 
 
 

• Enjoy it! 
 
 
 

• Fun rotation allowing for practice with procedures without a large 
time commitment. 
 
 
 

• It would be helpful to review the neuro exam, anatomy, and read 
about relevant neurosurgery topics. 
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SURG 9502  
Pediatric Orthopedic 

Surgery 
Sanford Health 

 

 
• Be prepared for cases the next day and don't be afraid to ask 

questions. Be engaged and respectful to all staff that you work with. 
Be an active learner and take advantage of the resident 
conferences/skills labs as they are available.| 
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Out of State (OOS) 
OOS Emergency Medicine 

  
OOS - FMED 9003.02  

EM – 
University of WI-Madison 

• This was an amazing rotation and I highly recommend it to anyone who 
is interested in academic emergency medicine. I truly felt that I was able 
to function as an intern while also being strongly supported by the 
attending physicians and residents who I worked with. The on-shift 
teaching, in particular, was exceptional. 

 
OOS  

Emergency Medicine–  
Icahn School of Medicine, NY 

• This rotation was amazing. During my time at Mount Sinai I was 
practically treated like a resin with the autonomy and responsibility that 
goes along with that. This teaching style is very effective and you will 
learn so much about emergency medicine. There was a test at the end of 
the rotation but it was very easy. They also give good letters. 

 
OOS  

Emergency Medicine - Southern 
Illinois University 

• This is a great away for emergency medicine. The residents and 
attendings are all willing to go the extra mile to help make sure you get 
the most out of your experience while rotating at SIU. I worked 13 shifts 
and most were 9 hours. You have 3 simulations and one 5 minute case 
presentation at the end. There were expected chief complaints you were 
expected to see, like on any rotation, but it was not difficult to get a 
good variety of patient experiences. The hospitals triage the patients so 
that the ones that need more of a walk-in clinic see the NP/PAs. At one 
of the hospitals there were no trauma residents so I was able to to 
primary assessment of a couple traumas. Great experience overall. 

 
OOS –  EMRG  

Advanced Emergency 
Medicine-Regions 

• Great away rotation for emergency medical students 
 

• Great opportunity to practice being an intern. You have a great deal of 
independence and it requires you to steop out of your comfort zone. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Excellent rotation. 10/10 would recommend. Great balance between 
work and free time. 
 

• Outstanding teaching with the most autonomy I have every had as a 
medical student. I was expected to call consultants, order labs and meds, 
and follow/manage my patients largely independently. The attendings 
were amazing. 

 

• Docs and residents and regions are great will see some great stuff and 
learn a lot. Shifts are only 8 hours long, will have some other days of 
sims and lectures. They will give you some scrubs which we just wore 
those everyday. They will want you to write notes, some docs want 
you to put in orders, and re-eval patients and be aware of labs as they 
come in. They really want you to own your patients, sounds 
intimidating but you catch on quick. 
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Continued:  
Advanced Emergency Medicine-

Regions 

• This rotation truly allows you to function as an intern. You are given 
complete ownership of the patients you pick up from start to finish, 
including entering orders, calling consults, writing notes and discharge 
instructions, and giving sign out to the oncoming team. Many of the 
lower-acuity patients are seen by APPs, so you get an opportunity to 
see serious pathology. The staff are very supportive. If you are 
interested in EM, this is a great rotation. 

 
 

 

OOS - EMRG  
Emergency Medicine – 

 Cook County 
 
 
 

OOS EMRG  
ER  

Southern Illinois University 

• I would encourage medical students interested in EM to apply for a 
rotation at Cook County hospital as it is a very different experience 
compared to what we see in North Dakota and because of the teaching 
atmosphere.  

 
  

• At SIU, you work at two different hospital EDs. Most shifts are with a 
different attending, so you get the opportunity to meet and work with 
multiple faculty members from the residency program. For almost every 
shift, you are assigned to one attending, and see and staff patients with 
them for the duration of the shift. For most of my shifts, there was also a 
resident working with the attending. Most of the time, lower acuity 
patients were seen by APPs, so students got more opportunities to gain 
experience with higher acuity patients. To get the most out of this 
rotation, make sure you are following up with any patients you see, 
including lab/imaging results and re-assessing patients, especially after 
any meds are given. This rotation is a great opportunity to get more 
experience with emergency medicine. 

 
 

 

OOS EMRG  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
OOS Family Medicine 

 
OOS FMED  

Family Medicine  
Ventura County FMED  

• This rotation is not applicable to the vast majority of medical students at 
UND. Students have to be an HPSP participant to rotate here. I am 
therefore not going to fully answer this question. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• This was a great opportunity to see how the residency is run. You will get 
a good feel for the residency after your 4 week rotation. Hours are 
reasonable so you will have free time to explore the city. The residents 
are great and the faculty are incredible. 
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OOS Internal Medicine 
 

OOS  
Gastrenterology – 

Hennepin County Medical Center 
 
 
 
 
 
 

OOS Neurology 
 

OOS NEUR  
Neurology 
 U of Iowa 

 

 
OOS OB/GYN 

 
OOS OB/GYN  

Urogynecology  
U of Iowa Carver Col 

 
OOS OB/GYN  

Benign Gynecology 
University of Ne 

 
 
OOS Pathology 
 

OOS PATH  
Mayo 

 
OOS PATH  
Pathology 

 U of Colorado 

 
OOS PATH  

 

• This rotation was great for getting me out of my comfort zone and really 
allowing me to learn an organ system in depth. It is fun to see how other 
teaching hospitals are run and great to visit a potential residency spot. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
• I would recommend reviewing your neuroanatomy beforehand and also 

to continue learning and understanding abnormal findings of the neuro 
exam (localizing lesions, mechanism behind the finding, what it means 
for the patient, etc.). 

 
 
 
 
• I would highly recommend doing an away rotation in OBGYN. It helped 

me have a better understanding of what to expect in residency and gave 
me a baseline to help know what I wanted in a residency program. 

 
• I would recommend this away rotation for any student. It's such a 

unique opportunity to experience another school system and 
prospective residency location. New Mexico has a ton to offer and I 
greatly enjoyed my time off by hiking and exploring. The residents and 
attendings make learning exciting and are invested in your learning. I 
feel I am a better student and more prepared for residency after 
completing this rotation. Highly recommend! 

 
 
 
 

• Be ready to learn as much as you can in a short amount of time and 
enjoy the rotation! Ask as many questions as you can and get to know 
the residents and consultants. 

 
• All of the residents and faculty during this rotation were very passionate 

about teaching and were very approachable. I was able to see many 
different areas of pathology. However, this was difficult at times due to 
constantly switching what you were doing/learning. Overall, I loved by 
time at UCH- it was such a great learning experience! 

 
• Try to read on the diagnoses you see after sign-outs and review normal 

histology to describe what you are seeing with the attending. 
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OOS Pediatrics 
 

 

OOS - PEDS 9015.03 
Pediatrics/Clinical Genetics - 

Pittsburgh 

• There is a lot of down time. You observe about 2 patients a day for the 
first week. Weeks 2 and 3 you prep and interview 2 patients a day (and 
write note). UPMC CHP uses cerner as their EHR. Week 4 is inpatient and 
you have to give a 30 min presentation on a case you saw. 

 
OOS  

PEDS Allergy-Clinical Immunology –  
Mayo Clinic 

• This elective rotation was led by outstanding faculty. I consider several of 
my preceptors to be among the top 5 preceptors I've ever had. They 
were great at teaching. They cared a lot about my goals and took the 
time to get to know me during the month I was there. They gave a 
perfect amount of time for reading and exploring Rochester. 

OOS - PED  
Pediatric Cardiology – 

 Mayo 

• This is an excellent rotation for any one interested in pediatric cariology.  
 
 
 
 

OOS PED  
Pediatric Cardiology 

 Vanderbilt 
 
 

 
OOS PED  

Adolescent Med  
Orlando Health/U of Fl 

 
 

OOS PED  
Pediatric Endocrine and 

Metabolism 
 U of 

 
 

OOS PEDS Elective  
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Excellent peds cardio ration at Vandy. High surgical case load, so a large 
percentage of the patients on the floor are transfers from PCICU after 
cardiac surgery. Very diverse patient population. Worked with excellent 
PGY2 residents and fellows at all levels 

 
 

• If you want to learn how to work with transgender youth, this is the 
rotation for you! Learning about gender affirming hormones, 
diagnosing gender dysphoria, and approaching topics like suicidality 
and self harm 

 
• Excellent preceptors. Not a super intense rotation but was able to see 

a wide variety of endocrinopathies. 
 
 
 
 

• I think that palliative and hospice medicine is something that each 
student/resident needs to be exposed to because unfortunately, we 
will all be a part of these scenarios and need to have the tools to help 
patients, families, other staff members, and ourselves when we 
encounter these times. 
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OOS Psychiatry 
OOS PSYCH  

Psychiatry Consult Liaison 
 U of Wash 

 
 

OOS PSYCH 
Psychiatry  

Griffin Memorial Oklahoma 
 
 
 
 

OOS Radiology 
OOS RAD  
Radiology  

University of Nebraska College 
 
 

OOS RAD  
Radiology  

Naval Medical Center San Diego 
 
 

OOS RAD  
Radiology  

U of MN 
 
 
 
 

 

 
• Advanced rotation for MS4 interested in psych 

 
 
 
 
• Great rotation, highly recommend 

 
 
 

 
 
 
• very helpful in learning basic radiology skills. mostly all of it is lecture 

with only a small amount of mandatory shadowing. lots of free time. 
 
 
 
• N/A -- rotation specific to military members only 

 
 
 
• I highly recommend this elective. In addition, there is some time to 

continue to work on personal statements/ERAS, which is very nice. 
 
 
 

OOS Surgery 
 

 

OOS – SURG 
 Oncology  

 Milwaukee - MCW 

• Great elective. Lots of hands on experience and good mentorship in a 
great city. 

  
OOS - SURG  

 RST Orthopedics   
Mayo Clinic College of Medicine and 

Sciences 

• This was a great elective and I feel like they really maximized my time on 
this rotation. 

 
 
 

OOS - SURG 9006 
Orthopedics 

• This is a great rotation. You will have the opportunity to work first-hand 
with residents, fellows, and attendings. This is a strong program in 
orthopedics and, overall, I feel that I was able to have time with people 
that could be influential regarding whether I might be able to obtain a 
residency position 
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OOS SURG  
Neurosurgery – 

 University of Iowa 
 

 

• Make sure you want to do neurosurgery for sure before taking this 
elective. It takes a lot to get through 2 months of service.  

OOS SURG  
ENT  

Medical College of Wisconsin 

• If you're looking for a strong hands-on surgical experience, request time 
with Dr. Andrew Terrell. 

 
 
 

OOS SURG  
Ortho  

U of Colorado 
 
 

• Hardest AI you will ever do, but a great program none the less. Residents 
and staff are very nice to rotators. 

OOS SURG 
 CT Surg UT HSC  

San Antonio Long SOM 

• Very good rotation. Plenty of time for seeing patients, didactics, 
operating, and clinic. Faculty and residents were very committed to 
teaching. 

 
 

OOS SURG  
Ortho  

U of Iowa 

• I did the Ruth Jackson Clerkship at the University of Iowa (this is a 
separate application process from VSAS/VSLO for away rotations). This is 
a fantastic opportunity to apply for if you are interested in orthopedics 
and rotating at Iowa. You learn a lot there in a busy and fast-paced, yet 
friendly and meaningful learning environment. Through this clerkship you 
do have to present a presentation on diversity to the ortho department 
including residents and attendings, but it does cover your housing 
expenses for the rotation. I had a really great experience. 

 
 

OOS SURG Orthopedics  
Univ of Nebraska 

• Great elective/away rotation opportunity for people who want to go to an 
ortho program in the midwest in a bigger city with less of a really big city 
feel. The residents here get great operative experience from what I have 
seen, with seniors taking the lead on most of the cases. Residents seem to 
have a great work-life balance here compared to a lot of programs that I 
have seen. I enjoyed my time here. 

 
 

OOS SURG  
Urology  

Mayo  
Jacksonville 

 
 

• great great rotation, I can not recommend it enough! 

OOS SURG  
Gen Surg  

U of MN 
 
 

• Excellent rotation; 10 out of 10, would do again! 
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OOS SURG 
 Plastics  
U of MN 

• Fantastic away rotation for students wanting to see and experience a 
wide variety of plastic surgery. Students spend two weeks at Regions 
Hospital in St. Paul, which is similar to a large community hospital and has 
more trauma and reconstructive procedures, and two weeks at M Health 
east bank in Minneapolis, which is more academic with fewer but higher 
complexity cases. 

 
 

OOS SURG  
Urology  

Mayo  
Rochester 

 

• Awesome rotation. 
 
 
 
 
 

OOS SURG 
 Ortho  

Southern Illinois University 

• This was a great elective. The program really invests in the residents' 
education and make visiting students a part of the team. I was challenged 
to grow and learn physically and mentally. This is a program that will help 
prepare you for the realities of residency and have a great time doing it. 

 
 
 

OOS SURG 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

OOS SURG  
 
 

OOS SURG  
 
 
 

OOS SURG  
 
 

OOS SURG  
 
 
 

OOS SURG  
 
  
 

• Excellent rotation 
 
 
• I did the Ruth Jackson Clerkship at the University of Iowa (this is a 

separate application process from VSAS/VSLO for away rotations). This 
is a fantastic opportunity to apply for if you are interested in 
orthopedics and rotating at Iowa. You learn a lot there in a busy and 
fast-paced, yet friendly and meaningful learning environment. Through 
this clerkship you do have to present a presentation on diversity to the 
ortho department including residents and attendings, but it does cover 
your housing expenses for the rotation. I had a really great experience. 

 
 
• great great rotation, I can not recommend it enough! 
 
 
• If you're looking for a strong hands-on surgical experience, request 

time with Dr. Andrew Terrell. 
 
 
• Excellent rotation; 10 out of 10, would do again! 
 
 
• Hardest AI you will ever do, but a great program none the less. 

Residents and staff are very nice to rotators. 
 
 
• They provide a meal-stipend and housing. Everyone is super nice and 

this rotation was my favorite one yet. 
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